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Chapter 1
What Are Educational-Life Skills?
Introduction
The growing dissatisfaction with éducation is nowhere more
évident than in the daily lives of cégep students. They want
more than to hâve their brains fi lied with facts and more facts.
On the other hand if teachers appeal to students to understand,
rather than to passively mémorise, students panic. Students
usually are unable to gêneraiize the theory just presented to
solve another problem unless it is similar to a sample problem
which has been presented. If the grand ai m of éducation is to be
able to ultimately provide individuals with tools to predict and
to better control their own behavior then we had better take some
time to organise and synthesize the effect of what is being done
for students is doing to students.
Of course the scientific, and especially the académie
community, argue that éducation is an applied area on which the
professions rely to transmit a body of knowledge conducive ta
certain career&u As a resuit there is a dangerous and top-heavy
situation prevailing in Cégep éducation. teachers hâve become
specialists with spécialities- More teachers are willing to
teach what they know and very few ars able to teach how they know
- and more importantly how they hâve corne to know what. they
know.
The essential point of this report is that too much emphasis
has been placed on the content of learning. Students learn many
xthings' but never learn to learn. They need to learn to
intervene, to become active rather than passive, and to rai se
questions so as to give, as well as to receive, feedback. When
this is accomplished educational technology wi11 serve the
broader interests of the profession, for which the student is
preparing, by taking into account that knowing when, where and
how to apply knowledge is just as important as possessing that
knowlege.
We need to take a pregnant pause to study what is going on in
the megatrends of pouring out tens of thousands of graduâtes. We
seem to forget that the ultimate ai m of educational science is
not prédiction but control. The ultimate value of éducation is
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to help students better predict and eventually control, for
tb^Ql^eiYes, the events in their lives and chosen profession.
Education has become very big business. This may explain, but
not excuse, why we hâve lost sight of the fact that éducation is
a means to an end. "Knowledge", in and of itself, may be
valuable to an individual but to a society it is the product of
that knowledge that matters.
Every professional is expected to be able to gêneraiize from
what he has 1earned by reflecting on how he knows. This allows
us as a society to grow and develop. The rôle of éducation is to
serve as a technology capable of furnishing both the content and
methodology of the professions to achieve personal, career and
societal goals. Otherwise students will only be the poor carbon
copies of their teachers and the society will regress.
Teachers, collectively, represent a sample of the population in
terms of the social order. By ingoring that social order in
their relations with students, teachers hâve wrongly assumed that
their théories and course content are independent of their
relationship to that social order. The pictures of the social
order, as represented by teachers and imposed on students, is
woefully inexact of the real social order. Students are
interactive within a society and for that society to be effective
they must be interactive within aspects of their daily lives -
Cégep. This présupposes the ability to question oneself about
where one has been and where one is going. This is clearly a
process variable. Dur content oriented teaching accentuâtes the
présent. We rarely encourage students to think about how they
hâve learned or will learn.
The local newspaper, Le Soleil, in récent articles (Boulet,
March 21,1987) has reflected on this concern. He questions the
validity of university programs to teach music when there are no,
or very few, practical extensions once this knowledge is
acquired. According to the article, it is the students who must
%pay the bill' since society cannât absorb so many people, with
this training, into its ranks. In the past thèse students hâve
pushed on to eventually wind up teaching. This pyramidal
arrangement supposes that there always will be a larger and
growing demand for the talent. In such circurnstances teaching
and éducation hâve become goals onto themselves. There will be
room for the *best and brightest', however we are now realizing
that many thousands of persons who entertained such an illusory
career goal hâve been sacrificed. Had thèse students learned how
to learn, could they not hâve been better prepared to integrate
society? In effect, we are stating, as an assumption, that there
is a mutual responsibi1ity, between teachers and students, for
the causality and productivity in learning. If the teacher
doesn't explain then the student should be able to ask. The
student doesn't ask not because he 1acks the will but probafoiy
because he lacks the ski 11 to do so.
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Let's take a familiar and practical example to demonstrate our
argument. A student who wishes to follow a program of cégep
studies is confronted with which Cégep to choose. This variety
is both an asset and a liability. No two teachers, and
conséquent1 y their courses, are qui te the same. This provides
just about any student with the hope of finding a program of
studies that will be responsive to his career needs, vocational
interests and personal orientation. It does suggest that
students will hâve to interact with people who communicate and
relate differently highly similar course and program content.
The académie integrity of the courses and the validity of the
program must, however, remain cohérent and stable. To achieve
this the courses and programs must make continuous adjustments in
the processes of feedback between the student's needs and
interests, and the requirements of the course and program. The
process of giving and receiving feedback, the distinguishing
activity of pedagogy, allows the teacher to know where he has
been and where he is heading to adjust his behavior to meet
course objectives. The feedback opérâtes to help the teacher
sélect the goals, just as it opérâtes to help our student to
sélect the Cégep. However, and this is the fundamental
différence between teachers and students, teachers learn to
actively monitor feedback while students appear to be stuck in a
constant state of non-opportunism and procrastination. Students
show ail the signs of not being aware of the formative aspects of
feedback. Once they sélect and matriculate in Cégep, that
1problem' is solved and forgotten. The next problem is ta choose
courses and teachers, and when that's done and solved they move
on to another %problem'. Critical thinking skills can develop as
a function of having progressed through a séries of problems only
if one monitors and uses feedback. Otherwise life is but a
séries of disjointed and seemingly unrelated events.
"Will that be on the exam sir?", "Do we hâve to learn this?",
"Is this important?" "Did we do anything important?" are the
typical questions which reveal that students know very little
about feedback. Their questions reflect a sensé of urgency for
the immédiate; a motive to pursue adolescent gratifications; and
most, of ail, a lack of perception of their place in the
educational process. Educational-1ife skills coaching about
feedback may help students become more aware of the différence
that they can make in learning.
The Educational-Life Skills' Construct
A construct is whatever ideas one relies upon to communicate
the sensé one makes of one's expérience. It is neither "right"
nor "wrong". The construct attempts to impose some organization
and sensé upon observation by drawing upon one's knowledge and
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inferences. By so doing we rely on the rules of categorization
and attribution. Our categorizations represent our cognitive,
affective and perceptual biases. The attributions themselves
reveal the contents of our thoughts, feelings, and motives. We
corne to think that the associations we hâve made between
attributions and categorizations are adéquate *defining'
attributes. We corne to think that the concept and what we think
of the concept are one and the same. That is, we corne to the
construct that objective reality and subjective expérience are
synonymous. For example, the student who acts towards the
teacher on the basis of the affective categorization, "The
teacher looks mean," is letting the subjective évaluation taint
the objective reality. This process points to the fact that
feedback opérâtes to both shape and reflect the categorizations
and attributions we make.
The concepts we hâve for "éducation" both shape and reflect the
concepts of "achievement," "student," "teacher," and more
importanly the concept for "learning". The attributes we assign
to learning influence our opinions, beliefs, values and
expectations which in turn influence how we categorize our
expérience. The only way to break such circular reasoning is to
expose ourselves to new information and expériences. But unless
we ask questions to check on our information processing we don't
know if the subjective expérience of learning fits in with the
ojective reality. If we rely on spontaneous feedback from others
we may find our learning directed along avenues that we were not
prepared to pursue. The only reasonable alternative is to ask
questions. We must inquire about the very process we are using
to assimilate information. This is a metacognitive activity
since we are forming constructs about the constructs
CmetaconstructsH. Learning to learn educational-1ife skills
means to become aware of how we are learning.. The vehicle for
learning to learn is feedback about content and process to
students, from teachers, during interpersonal exchanges.
What can a student place at his disposition, in any given
situation, to facilitate the process of "learning"? Necessarily
this involves learning to learn. There are iundamental,
intermediate and complex life skills which may be learned. It is
possible to start with some behaviors that are already at the
disposition of the students. Eye contact and body posture, for
example, can easily and quickly be drawn upon to hâve the student
expérience for himself his impact on the process of learning.
We believe that it is possible to identify and report on
fundamental, intermediate and complex life skills which teachers
and students can use to understand, predict, and ultimately
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control the process they use to teach and to learn. Control
relates to a sensé of responsiblity as well as a sensé of mastery
over the social and physical environment. This internai locus of
control has serions implications for learning intrinsic motives
(Deci, 1975). An external source of reinforcement when added to
an existing intrinsic motive, and then removed, greatly decreases
the strength of the initial intrinsic motive. This clearly
suggests that learning of some type is operative. We are
suggesting that the pattern, frequency, and quantitative and
qualitative aspects of the reinforcement helps create an
intrinsic motive called reinforcement history. Any teacher who
has ever taken the time to observe an intrinsically motivated
student notices that he actively seeks rather than passively
%finds' the most meaningful reinforcements for learning.
The intégration of problem-solving and interpersonal skills
into a cognitive bêhavior is possible to the extent that the
student finds it possible to integrate himself within the the
educational milieu, to take others into considération, and to
move from a concrète level to a more formai level of reasoning.
In this process "self", the "self-others" image, as well as
critical thinking skills are developed and exchanged between
student and teacher. That is, the skills of human relations,
problem-solving, and critical thinking are identified and
developed to help students proactively manage rather than
reactively manage their lives. The essential différence is one
of planning to act on, instead of reacting to, the académie
environment and its demands. Simply, this means to actively
participate in creating one's reinforcement history.
Human relations skills are required to communicate, to interact
and to develop awareness of self and others so as to contri bute
to the development of a mutual responsibi1ity for learning this
reinforcement history. Problem-solving skills refer to those
behaviors necessary to identify, solve and evaluate académie work
and performance. The ability to process information by
collecting information, establishing criteria, going from the
particular to the gênerai and vice versa, to move from the
concrète through the functional to attain the abstract levels of
reasoning, and to evaluate the proposed plan and results are the
essential éléments of critical thinking skills. A reinforcement
history that is determined by oneself Cproactive management of
one's lifel is intrinsically motivating while a reinforcement
history that is determined by others [réactive management of
one's life] is imrnediately stronger and vbetter', but it
undermines the persan's awareness of the past and future
importance of his behaviors. Additional1 y, if the external
sources for one's reinforcement history are removed, or shift to
a partial schedule of reinforcement, the strength to influence
présent bêhavior is considerably weakened.
When the student leaves Cégep should he not be more apt to
communicate? - to progressively handle and adapt to the demands
made by the social and physical environment? -and, in brief, to
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more systematically and rationally manage his approach to life
and work? The acquisition and development of thèse skills hâve
implications for éducation and for life. Each individual's
reinforcement history is unique and probably explains why one
reacts fortuously or not to opportunities for personal growth.
SÊfiQiD9_the_Limits_fgr_the_Cgntent
Presently there is no guide, specifically airned at the problems
of studying in Cégep which identifies, classifies and évaluâtes
what is known about student educational practices in relation to
the variables of knowing how, when and where to give and sali cit
feedback from professors. While this may appear secondary to
cognitive development, it may be argued that feedback is a
fundamental process in student-teacher exchanges and has serious
implications for the pedagogical act and the création of the
student's learning reinforcement history.
A taxonomy of educational-1ife skills for learning how to learn
may help students deal better with the realities of working for a
Cégep éducation. In this manner some of the many problems that
arise can be avoided or at least dealt with more constructively.
Ta attain this objective we need to identify, and to arrange in
hierchical form, the fundamental to complex skills related to
giving and receiving feedback about communication,
problem-solving and critical thinking. The cognitive aspects of
feedback défi ne the efficiency of learning in Cégep because the
level of the student's skills in giving and receiving feedback
détermine how well he can perform in Cégep. The affective aspect
of feeback, or how the student feels about having to give and
receive feedback, influences his affective categorizations about
feedback as reinforcement which, in turn, operate on the
intrinsic motive for learning. And, from there, as we argue in
our discussion on feedback, the cognitive aspects are
influenced. The likely place to interrupt this circular bêhavior
is to provide the students with the opportunity to expérience
positive reinforcement when they make concrète and realistic
efforts to change their learning behaviors.
The pedagogical process has two major aspectss A task
orientation and a person orientation. To be oriented towarcls a
task is to focus on the content and the end product, or
conséquence of learning. We are assuming that part of the task
orientation of pedagody is to help prépare students to assume
life rôles and to attain career goals. The obtention of a
diploma, in itself, is only the symbolic représentation of the
Vite of passage' into an adult world. Focusing on the persans
who process the content to attain an end is the person
orientation of pedagogy. This means that. teachers and students
need to know when, where, and how to intervene to give and
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receive feedback.
How well feedback can be processed and assimilated relates to
three person orientâtionss The professor, student, and their
relationship or "interexperience". A teacher may know but not be
able to communicate effectively. A student may want to learn but
not know where to go, how and when to ask, or what to do when the
information is made available ta him. That the student knows how
to use the information once he gets it, where and when to find
out what he needs to know, and especially to know what ta do to
help himself learn this process, seem like essential products of
pedagogy -no matter what model of teaching is adopted (Joyce and
Weil, 1980). Otherwise, the student is limited to what the
teacher, the course and the textbooks make available to him.
The development of the taxonomy must identify, classify, and
evaluate the content and process of feedback, as it relates to
efficiency of learning. What are the tasks, perceptions and
actions that students need to learn in Cégep to facilitate
feedback from their teachers? Knowing how, when and where to ask
a question would seem as important as knowing that one has a
question without the ability to ask it.
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Chapter 2
What is Feedback?
Introduction
This reports makes no pretense to develop and défend on
theoretical grounds the necessity ta provide feedback as an
important aspect for learning adaptive bêhavior. Nor do we
propose to clutter this taxonamy with scientific reports or
empirical évidence to support each point. We do, however, rely
on expert authority to support some of the more important
postulâtes which would appear, at first, to run counter to
prevailing 'common', but erroneous, perceptions about the content
and process of feedback.
Our main concern
feedback materials
adaptive responses t
mi 1ieu. Specifical
educational-1ife
prab1em-salvi ng and
finally wind up tel
doesn't tell us when
talk about. Ail we
points to the fac
relations and commun
educational-1i fe sk
déficient.
with this report is to provide a taxonomy of
that may serve ta stimulate the student's
o complex social situations in the académie
ly, we identify and organise the list of
ski 11 postulâtes in human relations,
critical thinking skills. Too many resources
ling uss "Go talk to the teacher." That
, where, how and the gênerai idea of what to
know is that we should "communicate." This
t that human relations, or interpersonal
ications, belong to a larger generic class of
ills in which students, apparently, are
Communication, Feedback and Educational-Life Skills
Communication has become a %buzz' or 'weasel' word. We are, I
suspect, coming to an âge where it is more important to learn to
say what you don't mean. Human relation articles in popular
magazines and télévision 'situation comédies' abound with such
trite advice on how to solve one's problems. The person always
shows, conveniently, great powers of insight for giving or
receiving feedback. For example, in one popular textbook a
football coach manages to find the right words, at the right
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time, and place to help the budding athlète repent upon the error
of using pot. The student athlète then goes on to a brilliant
career. The reality is that such accounts appear in the média
because they are exceptions. The gênerai case is systematical1 y
avoided like the plague. If one were to dare to offer practical
advice it is feared that it may be possibly interpreted as a
'behavioral recipe', or as too spécifie to be gêneraiizable, or
then, again, as just too mundane. It's as though reality were a
pale imitation of the média accounts of human bêhavior. We are
coming to believe in the image as being more real than life
itself. Feedback, if we rely on the gênerai information model,
exists for us to make external changes to our bêhavior, or at
least to appear ta want to make such changes. That is, appearing
compétent, according to the média, is more important than being
compétent.
The following example, from a récent popular movie, suggests
the artif ici ality between communication and feedback when
educational-1 ife skills are ignored. The maie student is up on
charges of some sort before the high school's disciplinary
committee. Suddenly a female fri end, who appears to want to
become a girl-friend, offers him a quote from the Bible as a
means of impressing the memfoers of the disciplinary committee.
Our maie student reads the passage and exclaims something to the
effects "Wow! This is great. It's just what I need to get them
off my back." He shows little concern for any real change. The
solution is to communicate feeback that créâtes and maintains an
'impression'. Our students behave this way when they tell each
others "Well, if you hâve professor so-and-so, make sure to
include stuff about sex in your essay. You'11 always get at
least a passing grade!" 'Getting by' is" the antithesis of
educational-1 ife ski 11 development.
First impressions are an important and initial reaction to
another. However, the staying power of first impressions is soon
challenged when one is confronted with an everyday realitys
"Would you like to work with this person?" This is the reality
we wish to address in this report. It is the fundamental
assumption of this report that there is a relationship between
the student's educational-1 ife skills, specificaliy how he uses
feedback, and his initial and continued académie persistence and
achievement. We wish ta identify the postulâtes for being,
rather than appearing, compétent in éducation.
Learning means development and change which cornes from the
real, and often lonely, task of admitting to oneself the stark
naked truth that learning is personal growth. We want
information about ourselves. We are starving for information
about ourselves. However, having to 1ive with ourselves means
that we hâve ta be careful to dose this feedback because it
arouses guilt, shame, doubt and anxiety. We can handle, by
ourselves, only smal1 doses of thèse négative emotional states.
Over a brief period of time, say the length of a stay in Cégep,
students are made to face thèse states very often. If, as Zajonc
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(1980) reminds us, the mental functions are in the service of the
émotions, then student cognitive development could be adversely
affected. Part of the student's négative responses ta the
process of ematianally charged feedback could be changed through
a move towards xhumanizing éducation' - a phrase that suggests
that teachers can and should da something to help.
The older approach, under which many of us hâve been trained,
has been to focus on the teacher to transmit a body of knowledge
and to get students to see things our way. A goodexample of this
fallacy is, from the teacher's point of views "If you will do as
I say, we will be so happyî" which is affectively processed by
the student ass "If I will do what he says, he will be happyî"
We ignore that communication can, with ail of the best of
intentions, create interpersonal barriers. For a poignant
discussion oh the classic work on this tapie see Roethlisberger
(1952). We are implying that teaching should involve listerling
to students as well as lecturing to them. And, this is possibly
a basic différence, we mean ta imply to talk with rather than to
talk to students. We recognize this as one of the cornerstones
of the experiential learning movement in éducation. This has
grown into such a powerful development that the initial
sub-organization, Coopérative Assessment of Experiential Learning
(CAEL), broke off, in 1983, from the Educational Testing Service
to found its own center. A pair of very influential reports on
the rôle of interpersonal relations as a means of developing
communications between teachers and students hâve already been
prepared (Breen et al., 1977a, 1977b). We are not implying that
teacher interpersonal relations and communications are inadéquate
or faulty, we simply wish to reassure teachers that course
standards and intellectual integrity won't be affected adversely
if student's are given the opportunity to be heard*
This report hopes to meet the need for student ski 11
development to perceive, listen, communicate and respond with
greater problem solving skills. Conjointly we assist teachers in
this task by providing a taxonomy of the educational-1ife skills
postulâtes. 'Miracles' in change, as with our athlète in the
last example, won't just happen. Very few teachers, and even
fewer students, possess the kinds of educational-1ife skills ta
give and receive feedback so effective!y. The ai m of this
chapter is to make tachers aware that they can facilitate,
through feedback, student self-awareness and self-understanding
of the postulâtes of educational-1ife skills as effective means
for fostering positive attitudes towards change. The teacher is
seen primarily as a facilitator who, as a genuine and authentic
person, provides the student with direction to cape more
effectively with académie persistence and achievement. The
teacher, beyond being a store and distributor of ideas, acts as a
guide to help the student to recognize, develop, and use
educational-1ife skills, which, it has been researched
(Lipman-Blumen et al., 1980) and argued (Talbot,1987), is at the
very heart of the needs of students prone to abandon or fail out
of Cégep.
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Feedback Has Survival Value in Education
We ail hâve an idea of what we are as well as what we like ta
think others think about us. Unless we are amangst a sélect,
fortunate few we cannot live in this little world dominated only
by our perceptions. What others actually think of us rarely
coincides with what we would like to think they think about us.
Why should it coincide? What is the relationship of the degree
of %coïncidence' with interpersonal relations and
communications? The answer is %adjustment'. We tend to draw and
to form stable relationships with those who are most similar ta
us. If, by sharing feedback, we discover the similarities
between ourselves and others, the likelihood of continued
interpersonal relations and communications is increased. If, on
the other hand, interpersonal feedback points to différences
between persans then, to the degree that thèse are not
resolvable, or too cherished by either persan, then the
relationship is decreased.
Teacher feedback, often négative, to students can thus actually
create an escape or avoidance bêhavior situation between the
student and the teacher. The student's cognitive responses are
in the service of his émotions which in turn are a function of
his affective categorizations. When teachers attempt to provide
the student with constructive feedback the student is not
prepared^ at least affectively, to receive this help. As with
much of this kind of 'friendly advice' the student, just like any
of us, is *on guard' for unsolicited feedback. The interpersonal
barriers to communication are one's expectations. (Talbot, 1987)
And, as we propose to show in a later development, thèse
expectations hâve three pivot pointss Inclusion, control and
affection. When thèse three work in uniscence, in the
student-teacher interpersonal context, feedback can operate ta
produce changes desired by both persans.
The stark naked truth is painful and we spend much cognitive
effort and invest much affect to builcl défenses to protect
ourselves from the threat of knowing about too much such
différences. We may think to be asking for feedback but our
émotions betray our request. "Gee, I don't seem ta be able ta
get my act together. What's wrong with me?" is an ail too
familiar comment. Interested "others" know better than to
respond to such comments. They simply assume that one is "down
in the dumps" and either ignore the request or react with
sympathetic listerling by prompting the person "to talk about it."
or "get it off your chest." Still, at other times, we need ta
share our feelings but we can't find the words to express thèse
émotions. What words are suitable to express sharing another's
grief? sadness? good fortune? etc. After the usual social
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amenities we oftentime resort to sending nonverbal messages and
remain si lent.
We are also well aware that we must adapt to our social
environment. The demands of modem day living hardi y permit
someone to fend for themselves, as in the rugged individualism
that marked the early expansion in North America. There are few
individuals with the skills, training, spirit and especially
access ta raw material s, that would allaw survival with a minimum
of social contact. Thus, we are bound to interact, to
communicate and to relate. That is, we are forced to compare
what we think of ourselves and what we think others think about
us, with what others actually think about us. While it may be
true that we can choose our social environment, the socioeconomic
realities of supply and demand often impose, to one degree or
another, that we at least interact at work with people whom we
may not ordinarily communicate or relate with elsewhere. Sa,
whether we elect, or are "forced" by our work, into interpersonal
situations it becomes essential to gain and implement knowledge
about feedback. Feedback has its foundations in the exchanges
that promote interpersonal relations and communications. Through
the content and process of feedback one forms ideas which become
the foasis for change., More specifically feedback is an awareness
of the means for noting and sharing our perceptions of change in
self and others.
Feedback in interpersonal relations and communications is made
up of content and process variables. Content variables are
cognitive activities which refer to what and where ta
communicate. How and when to relate are affective activities or
process variables. Cognitive content and the affective process
are discussed next..
Feedback: Cognitive Content and Affective Process
The product of source IIself vs others] by abject [self vs
others] by direction, extensity, intensity, and the other foui-
pairs of process variables produces a 2 ta the ninth power matrix
of possibilitiesi It is suggestive of the complexity of the
interaction amongst feedback variables that one takes into
account. However, things are not as complicated as they rnay
seem. An analogy is of learning to dance with the aide of
painted footsteps on the floor. Concentrating on the music,
which foot, what step séquence and on the partner seems most
difficult. Yet we do learn to dance and we don't stop to think
of "a dance" in terms of ail its component parts or "steps". We
just do it.
The cognitive and affective characteristies do differ but they
are actually parailel to each other. That is, human bêhavior is
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a joint function of cognitive and affective characteristies.
Just as in our dance analogy, dancing is more than just executing
some movements. Our "attitude" or feelings are an intégral part
of dancing. Just think back on the mechanical movements of your
first dance. One probably didn't hâve time to enjoy the activity
because one was too concerned thinking how to properly exécute
the steps. In the matrix just created both cognitive content,
"dance steps", and affective processing, "time to enjoy", operate
simultaneously to influence interpersonal communications and
relations. The slight, almost imperceptible différences in the
cognitive content and affective process reveal how we can "get
the feel" if the person "real1 y wants" to dance as well as "to
know" when the person is "in the mood" for dancing.
The follawing, more pertinent, example serves to more clearly
reveal the almost imperceptible relationship between cognition
and affect and suggests the innate ability we hâve to use it.
Cognitive activity, controlled by deductive and inductive
reasoning, finds expression as différences in speech, especially
vocabulary. For example, ''Can I help?", or "May I help?" do of
course hâve noticeable semant!e différences. The former asks
about actual physical ability to help, the latter asks permission
to help. However, in the everyday conversations that
characterize our interpersonal relations, such cognitive
différences are académie. It is the affective process
paralleling the cognitive content which permits one to suppose
that the communication is the saine - in thèse examples the intent
to help. Given that the affective process and the cognitive
content parailel each other the matrix reduces to 32 items C2 to
the fifth powerH. That is, the affective variables are subsumed
along with cognitive ones.
A final distinction is made necessary as a résuit of treating
the affective and cognitive variables at the same time. The
relative difficulty, or ease, of perceiving and interpreting
affective messages in cognitive communications, although innate,
requires that we examine the dénotâtive and connotative aspects
to understand the development and functioning of individual
différences which are learned.
8£Q2È.§Èive_aQd_Çgnngtat
The cognitive content opérâtes with denotative or connotative
meanings to influence how we interpret the parailel affective
process. It is acceptable to take time to think things over, and
even to think about how we feel about those same "things." Yet
how does one feel aboi't one's thouqhts?, about one's feelings?
Thèse are certainly not the habituai substances for
conversation. They are nonetheless real and functioning.
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The connotative aspects refer to the meanings we make of
concepts based on our expériences, values and attitudes. The
dénotâtive meanings refer to the common pool of events,
expériences and physical abjects to which we hâve recourse when
we wish to "anchor" a concept. The dénotâtive or connotative
meanings reier, respectively, to the overt or covert aspects of
bêhavior. That is, what you think you say and what I take it to
mean are connotative meanings. What we can agrée ta, by pointing
to common expériences, values, behaviors etc. is the dénotâtive
meaning. For example, my use of the word "horse" has meaning
only to those who hâve ever "experienced" this animal. The
concept should be of no diffieulty to us. However, what you
think of, in response to my word "horse" may not be anything like
the one another thinks. The différences between what you think
Ca slow, big, plowhorse] and what. another thinks Ca sleek,
slender racehorseU are the connotative meanings. With respect to
feedback, the overt behaviors are measured with "what and where"
kinds of questions while the covert are measured with "why?" And
this is precisely a part of the problem.
We cannot answer "why" questions. They appeal to what we think
about our thoughts and feelings. Additionally we are forced to
find words that express this parailel process. Its no wonder
that one becomes "socially défensive" under conditions of being
asked the *why' of our bêhavior. There is no provision for
affective processing. It's as though we are to be held
accountable for what we think and feel. Out attitudes toward our
bêhavior influences the perception we hâve of ourselves in that
bêhavior.
Some may suggest that one has to be more explicit and perhaps
to défi ne the terms one uses, or simply refer to behaviors that
thèse represent. This would be useful, as in légal and
diplomatie exchanges. However, the high précision in content
usually is at the expense of the affective process. Can you
imagine how you would react to someone who was constantly
ruminâting as to what is the best part of speech to use to
express oneself? To recognize that this is a compulsive
Personality disorder is easy work.
Henry Kissinger, at the Viet Nam Peace talks in Paris, could
not, under the circumstances, do differently then to talk about.
the realities of war and the prospects of peace in the same
sentence without allowing for his personal affect to intervene.
A surgeon who files his or her surgi cal plan and schedule can't
be governed by "I feel better if I do it this way." We are
suggesting, in essence that when feedback is about a task, "why"
questions are appropriate. When the feedback is about persans
they are never appropriate, except as we noted, in the case of
diplomatie, légal and médical exchanges.
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Ibê~âQâl¥§i§_Q£_Ç2Q of Feedback
Teachers are more conscious, gêneraily, of the need to give
feedback and to make explicit course objectives than they are to
manage, analyse and monitor the conséquences of feedback. While
we are aware of thèse at one time or another, usually as the
immédiate needs require us to use them, we rarely are given an
overview of thèse and shown how they interrelate. This is the
purpose to présenting Table 1s "The Content and Process of
Feedback" with the ensuing discussion.
TABLE ls THE CONTENT AND PROCESS VARIABLES OF FEEDBACK
FEEDBACK
Content Variabless
Source/Objeets
Directions
Extensitys
Intensity:
Others vs Self
Giving vs Receiving
General vs Spécifie
Qualitative vs Quantitative
Process Variabless
Timings
Propensitys
Formative purpose:
Contexts
What vs When, Where & How
Déclarative vs Procédural
Positive vs Négative
Solicited vs Unsolicited
Ih§_SQyCce/Qbiect_gf^Feedback
Source and object of feedback refer to communications about
self or others. There are two distinct possibi1ities of concern
ta uss talking about yourself or talking about others.
types of talk which
others. The egotistica
or receiving positive
who hâve a tendency
edback about themselves
i t. emphasiz es t he d if f
When such persons seek
hâve already decided or
you how ta make it in
stinct
ves to
gi ving
Persans
ving fe
ers, or
hers.
t they
11 tell
be doi
ing out
There are two di
talking about themsel
extrême, relies on
bolster self-worth.
alienate others by gi
that i t beli 111 es oth
separate them from ot
only to support wha
again their ego. "I '
know what they should
when I was just start
some use when
1 type, at one
feedback to
to do this
in such a way
erences which
feedback it is
to bolster,
business," "I
and "Why,
the kind
ng, but they won't listen,'
, nobody would hâve put in
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of work I did," probably sound familiar. By accentuâting their
supposed superiority they are making it clear by content that
others can learn from them and that they hâve very little to
learn from others. This is a form of the "Aren't you lucky to
hâve me helping you !" The affective process is also clear, they
aren't interested in helping others, even if that's what does
happen, as much as they are in making it clear to others that
they are superior persons who can help! People who hâve a sensé
of their own value, and flount it, usually wind up on the outsi de
looking in.
In the classroom this means that the teacher feels students are
alienated. *Knowledge' is being used as some sort of sword ta
eut down students. Statements such ass "Sounds to me like you
didn't read the assigned material" is a prime example. The
teacher who would like to be effective must remember to ignore*
responding ta the inappropriate part of the communication. If
the teacher suspects that the student hasn't done the reading
then politely, in a warm and nonjudgrnental voice, says "111 bet
if you re-read the assigned material you will be able to see for
yourself, and at a better pace than what time I now hâve in
class, the answer I briefly presented to you."
The person who makes statements about himself to others, in the
second type, rarely has ta rely an verbal communication.
Rather, the nonverbal and metacommunicative messages aperate to
make the statement far him. Being poli te Cattitudes of equality
rather than superiority1, showing respect Cbelieving the other
until messages are shown ta be atherwi sel!, being attentive
Cactive listening instead of thinking about or being eager to
replyH, and watching how and when you answer and not only what
and to whom you answer usually makes a iar louder statement about
you. Thèse éléments are thought ta be under involuntary control
and thus to be a more accurate and *honest' reflection of who you
%really' are. This is a downright manipulative suggestion but we
do feel it is acceptable in the classroom. Whenever there are
more people who are likely ta perceive you Cone--way
communication! than you can also perceive Ctwo-way communication!
you hâve to assume greater control over how you create first
impressions. Your style of dress, your punctuality, your way of
returning assignants etc. ail make a statement about how you
feel about the student, feedback and your perception of the
student's environment.
Talking about others is only recommended if what is said is
positive, or at the very least, phrased as a constructive
criticism. What is said about others eventually reflects on the
person making or repeating the message. Within the
student-teacher relationship this means that the source and
object are for teachers and students ta be able ta share
CempathizeH how each is feeling Cself ~di sclosurell. It involver
referring to spécifie académie actions Cconcreteness], pointing
out différences Cconfrontationll , while maintaining belief in
solving this problem CrespectU. This process communicates honest
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and real feelings Cgenuineness and warmthU.
Ih§.~DiC§£ÈiQQ.A.~.i&feêQ
One should intentional1 y chose a time and a place suitable for
the exchange so as to impress upon the other the seriousness of
the feedback. Set the stage by identifying the intent ta give or
request feedback. Identify the nature of the problem and your
rôle in it. Get preliminary approval to go on. Giving or asking
for feedback when running into someone, in the privacy of an
elevator, or while fraternizing over a social drink after work
etc. gives the content of the exchange a "gossip" flavor»
Equally important, the affective process sayss "this wasn't
important enough for me to intentionally see you but now that
you're there...". In step 2 one needs ta identify if one is
intending to give or to solicit feedback. As part of step 3
state your perception of the problem and specify how it relates
to the other and as well as ta yaurself. The last step suggests
that you respect the individual's right to the décision to give
or receive feedback and his or her "feeling" to chose when and to
think about how to give or receive it.
The individual who relies on négative self-talk places too much
emphasis on affective process and distracts from the impact of
his cognitive content. A statement such ass "You wouldn't want
me to help you with that, would you?" draws more attention ta
the affective process than is necessary. It's fine to be careful
about the affective processes of others but equally important to
respect yours also. People who are "down on themselves" draw
sympathy only from others similar to them. "Thanks for asking me
to help but l'm having such a bad time as it is that I'm sure I
couldn't help you," is far more likely to respect the content and
processes of both persans.
"I'm having a bad day. Isn't there anything I can do to change
this?" is far more likely ta sali cit positive feedback than the
typical "I can't do anything right. #/iy don't you help me!" The
first connûtes that you are aware, cognitive content, af your
rôle in the process of change, axffective process, while the
second emphasizes the importance of external sources, in this
case someone else, to help you to change. The second example is
noticeably déficient in affective process.
In step two, extensity of feedback, the nature of the message
détermines the gênerai or spécifie type of feedback that should
be given. Since the qualitatives or quantitative aspects are
interrelated with the type, it appears necessary ta write abaut
intensity in the same context as extensity. If the intent is to
give positive feedback then proceed. Pay particular attention to
limiting yourself to one or two positive instances. Otherwise
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one runs the risk of overkilling and thus neutralizing any effect
at ail. That is, the affective process, "He's trying to be nice"
is likely to dominate the cognitive content with positive
feedback. If the intent is to give négative feedback then state
the problem in gênerai terms and ask the other if he wishes ta
hear your comments» Be sure to limit your comments to behaviors
that you observed and that the other can do something to change.
"I've noticed you and so-and-so don't seem to get along so
well." "I've noticed some things that could improve your
relationship. Do you want to hear about my observations?" It
would not be appropriate to talk about the third person in his
absence. You may want to comment on what, where, how and when
but never who, other than those présent in the feedback
exchange. In this fashion you are always willing to communicate
about cognitive content and only about affective process when the
parties are présent. Otherwise the message one sends iss "Well
if he says thèse things about others in their absence, what must
he be saying about me in my absence?"
Intensity and extensity of feedback means taking the time,
topic, person and subject into considération. When one does
succeed ta interrelate ail of thèse into his présentation it
means that the topic will be of concern to ail the persons
implicated, discussed in the context of the *here-and-now', and
will avoid the gêneraiization, jokes and oversimplications that
usually identify the early stages of poli te or social
conversation. The first move in this direction, in our culture,
is to refer to the person by their first name. A word of caution
needs ta be menti oned hère. Some people are very much conscious
of their psychological size or status, and one needs ta
accurately read from the nonverbal messages they emanate, how
much formaiity the persons want. As teachers we rarely will be
faced with this problem. If you call on students by their family
names, nicknames etc. then you should expect and encourage the
same towards you.
Ibê^IîîDiOQ^âQd^PrgBensity^gf^Feedback
Feedback does not occur in a vacuum. There are temporal and
physical constraints. What we say to someone is likely to be
tempered by where we are, or vice versa. Who we talk to is
likely to influence what we say, just as how we say it dépends on
where we are, who we are with, and what we intend to say.
Variations on the use of "I love you" is a prime example. The
first examples "You never tell me you love me anymore!" One
can't force feedback. Ir^stead one jeopardizes feedback by
juxtaposing cognitive content with affective process. If the
person does say "I love you!" one will not really know now, and
only with uncertainty in the future, if the "I love you"
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Ccontentli is reflective of the affective state Cprocessl of the
person saying it. The converse is also true as illustrated in
the second half of this examples If one were to say "I love you"
but really mean something else, such as "I really appreciate the
fine dinner you prepared", the future use of "I love you" will be
cognitively processed to détermine passible other meanings and in
that time one's affective reaction to the message is undermined.
It's like having someone say "I love you," and one takes the time
to think about what this means. The more time it takes for one
to process affeet, the more likely it is that the other will
think your affeet is less intense. Thèse examples apply
primarily ta affective processes. Of primary concern to us, in
éducation, are the cognitive processes.
What does being late say about you and your attitude towards
the other? What does coming by the teacher's office unprepared
say about one's attitudes towards change? How does one
consciously transmit one's attitude about coopération?
-discipline? - responsibi1ity? etc. As one may see, the list
can grow very rapidly. The student probably shows little, if
any, awareness, that what he says is very much related to where,
when and how he says it. The materials listed in the taxonomy,
which is meant to be photocopied by teachers to be used with
students, will hopefully help the student develop this
awareness.
The following is a real life, and unfortunately ail too common,
case. A teacher is standing at the urinais when in walks a
student who interrupts him. In the follow-up I mentioned to this
teacher that I couldn't help overhearing their conversation.
When asked about the appropriateness of the student's bêhavior
the teacher explained that students hâve sa little ski 11 ta
contact teachers, that he didn't want to discourage one who "...
at least was one ta contact me!"
"Does this not imply," I asked, "that other students don't
contact you? What does that say about their skills?"
"I would be surprised to hâve a student corne ta see me, for
that purpose and during Yeguiar' office hours", he repli éd.
"You were so tolérant with him!"
"Yes, I wanted to encourage any bêhavior of the kind that
increases student-teacher rapport".
"Would you hâve liked to tell him that this wasn't the time nor
the place?"
"Yes, but I didn't know how and I felt I would be turning him
off Cdiscauraging him from making contact at ail 3".
"This implies that you perceive him to hâve a fragile
interpersonal relationship and communication pattern with
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teachers. Would you think that students and teachers should hâve
some way of discussing with each other not only the déclarative
or factual things but also how, when and where to ask for and
give feedback?"
"Défi ni tel y! Hâve you got something like that for me?"
"Well, I'il tell ya what I think of you! You did this.....
You didn't do that..... You're nothing..... If you'd only...-.
If once in a while....." Thèse probably sound familiar to many
of us. Unfortunately this is often the closest we corne to
receiving honest négative feedback. The problem is twofold.
There is usually too much feedback and we usually are perceived
to hâve provoked, not solicited négative feedback. Whether we
did indeed provoke the feedback by poor timing, by not knowing
"when" to ask /or how ta ask, or that it is the other who
perceives being provoked and responds by not appropriately timing
feedback /or knowing how to give it, it remains that the problem
is with 'when and how' the feedback is transmitted. That is, it
doesn't matter who's "at
feelings on both sides.
fault' the resuit is the sames Irate
Ibê_£SQ£ext_andJ=[gr^
Such statements as: "Do you think this is a good time to talk
to so-and-so about. ?", and "What's the best time to ask
...?" reflect a cognitive concern for timing. In the process of
doing so the speaker is implying, like it or not, that the person
in question is not always in a "good moad". This may hâve
absolutely nothing to do with the other's "moad" however. The
speaker's question is a reflection of the perception he has, in
this case of another's mood, and it taints heavily the type of
feedback he will be getting.
Persons who would
about themselves
having so much fun
leave it ail to you
more likely to cr
more serions veins
it out by yourself
help is clear an
establishes a pos
attitude towards th
and his right ta ac
want to give positive feedback to others
would do well to learn to use humor: "You're
fiddling around with that. Do you want me to
?", while wearing a pleasant smile, is much
eate a proper affective process. Again, in a
"Do you think you will learn more by finding
or by having someone help you?" The intent ta
d the décision is left to the person. One
itive affective process and a non-superior
e individual and his décision about the task
cept or refuse help.
If the intent is to seek positive feedback about self then be
spécifie about what it is you want and how the other person's
feedback helps you. The différence between compliment seeking
and asking for positive feedback hinges on how and when one
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proposes to integrate feedback into one's bêhavior. "I'm
thinking I hâve to do something to improve my speeches. Maybe if
you tell me what you notice about them, 1*11 be able to make some
changes." In this way we are able to compare, by a process of
élimination, what we need ta cansider changing.
Many people will hesitate to provide us with négative feedback
and almost ail "new" contacts won't do it. The content and
process of feedback hère needs to compare what you cansider ta be
your positive assets with what others consider thèse ta be. If
one indeed does integrate feedback to change positively then the
other feels that cl oser ta you. They know you are serions and
not just compliment seeking. Also as one graduai 1y introduces
what one considers to be problem areas, it is likely that the
other will also follow. Before seeking négative feedback start
with getting positive feedback. Thank the other(s) for listening
or for sharing his (their) views. If you take up someone's time
on your behalf then it is appropriate for you to tell him how you
benefit from his comments.
Students behave in ways ta axutamati cal ly protect themselves
from too much feedback, and especially négative feedback.
Students prefer to meet teachers outside of offices, and the
like, since it gives them a chance to capture the teacher's
attention and for only a brief period of time. Thus the teacher
can only deal with the central issue addressed to him. The
student is protected from additional feeback Cusually négative]
about himself, his habits etc. The student is using a relational
achievement strategy that forces the teacher to deal with the
student. The teacher usually feels some sort of irritation at
such times because he knows that his self-presentation, in
relation to making first impressions with students passing by, is
being manipulated into a relational achievement motive.
Those interested in seeing just how well thèse suggestions may
actually be implemented are encouraged to read probably one of
the best sources of the systematic approach of feedback for the
Personal and professianal development of student nurses (Aubin,
Ouimet and St-Amour, 1986). On a more gênerai level, and aimed
for teachers, is the immensely practical and useful Human
B®IâtÏ9Qs Development ~ ù dâQy§i fQC iËuGâfeQCM by Gazda et ai.
(1984). The problem with both of thèse is that they are aimed at
teachers. While it may be that the Aubin et al. text could be
distributed to nursing students, the length and complexity af the
text require it to be used in a course designed for that
purpose.
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The work by Argyle, Trowers and Bryant (1978) is explicit on
how to structure interpersonal exchanges so as to favor the
acquisition of educational-1 ife skills. Their concern is with
the identification of thèse steps and arranging them into a
hierarchy to favor the social re-insertion of persons who hâve
problems with mental health. Ail three are excellent works in
their own right, however none is readily and directly accessible
to students.
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Chapter 3
Educational-Life Ski 11 Feedback, Persistence and Achievement
Introduction
This chapter begins by identifying student-teacher feedback
variables and argues that knowledge about their use helps us to
understand student behaviors that border on %learned
helplessness'. We argue that the net effect, of teachers
providing such students with educational-1ife ski 11 feedback, is
to increase persistence and académie achievement.
We identify the population of students most susceptible to
benefit from this intervention as those who operate in the 507.
range. Si née, once again, the teacher is expected to be the
agent of change we state the expectations for their rôle in
providing this feedback.
Student-Teacher Feedback Variables
There are a variety of feedback related variables that operate
to influence and define the effectiveness of feedback. A
discussion of the impact of such variables on attempts to
structure the student's social/learning environment seems
essential. Thèse classes of variables include: The effects of
feedback, immédiate conséquences of feedback, motives for
feedback, and sélecting feedback channels.
The Effects of Feedback
The classification and functions of feedback are very similar.
The effects of feedback reflect or the other, ourself, or both.
The intent of one to help another présupposes a format!ve
feedback loop. That is, the persans giving and receiving the
feedback each monitor their bêhavior, that of the other, and the
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influences each has on the other. This is the idéal case.
However, we live in a less than perfect world and the reality is
that we often hâve some moderator variables affeeting the
formative feedback loop.
There may be some persons giving feedback to another but
neglecting to monitor how the other is processing this feedback.
That is, one may be giving feedback but the other is not
receiving it, or one may be receiving feedback that the other did
not intend to send. In either case we may speak of *noise' in
the formative feedback loop. When teachers complain that they
are speaking but students are only passively listening, they are
pointing to the fact that students hear without listening. That
is, there is an internai and an external source of noise.
The arrangement of furniture, lighting, sound and the control
of température are examples of physical attempts to control
external sources of noise. This is effective ta the degree that
we know that the sound waves are effectively reaehing the outer
ear of the students. Teacher complaints, usually, are ta the
effect that the sound waves rarely reach the pathways to the
temporal lobe where *listening', or deciphering, occurs.
Apparent1 y the student learns ta monitor only key words and
phrases in an attempt to get the gist of what the teacher is
saying. This is a reasonably effective strategy for students
since it is possible to extract the main idea of a discourse
without having heard ail of the message (Bransford and Franks,
1971).
The problem is in terms of who is monitoring the internai
process of whom. As we hâve said we engage in self-monitoring of
our feedback while trying to monitor the impact our feedback is
having on the other. This dual nature of internai feedback
requires information sharing processes. We cannot do two things
at the same time. As teachers we are very conscious of the
necessity to prépare and. to deliver an adéquate lecture. Suppose
we make an unintentional error. We know just how difficult it is
for students to %forget' this mistake. Ail we need to do is to
ask them to forget it and it seems like everyone will always
remember it. Why? The students hâve been cognitively monitoring
the process but hâve been affectively stimulated by this
pedagogical 'faux pas'. The teacher is human! Our pedagogical
présentations must balance between monitoring ourselves and
students. This is common1 y referred to in the literature of
psycholology as %self-présentation '. In teaching, it. means we
spend more time monitoring how we feel about what we say then we
do with how students feel about what we say.
If we monitor only our self-présentâtion then we are aeting
very seifishly. The objective présentation of information
requires that we know our material and how to deliver it. The
student's strategy for seli-presentation is not to be too
involved because this is making a statement about himself to his
peers and to the teacher. The strivings for autonomy and
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independence in late adolescence are not from society but from
the parents - especially parental control. And teachers, from
the early beginnings in elementary schooi, are associated by
students with parental control. The teacher's concern with his
self-présentation, unless it takes in the student's concern for
his own self-présentâtion, is squarely assuming ail of the
control. The teacher's request to hâve student's %forget' the
mistake is a direct appeal to the student's self-présentation as
a reflection of the teacher's self-presentation. That is, the
student perceives that perhaps the teacher is worried about the
fact that students may repeat to others his error in
présentation. At this point the students feel the surge of
control going throught their veins and you can bet that before
the end of the day just about everyone will hâve heard one
version or another of the rumor about the teacher's error.
Monitoring the internai process of teaching requires sharing
information processing time on two levels. We must monitor the
content of the message Cencoding communication] and how we said
it CdeliveryH while stopping to see how the students are
receiving the message Cdecoding communication! and how they feel
about the message Cmetacommunication3. Of course some teachers
may appeal too much to the affective aspect to the détriment of
the course. For example, one former student once complained ta
me that the group and the teacher had spent six classes
discussing how they would be evaluated. We need not stop ta ask
students about how they feel about the thoughts we are asking
them ta learn, that would open the door ta empty discussions. We
can, however, notice that students are bored, tired, restless
etc. Why not ask them what it is about the delivery or the tapie
that is bothering them? The only real and necessary requirement
is that asking implies non-defensive listening and a willingness
to talk about change.
Humour is an especially effective vehicle for such change. For
example, in response to students looking out oi the classroom
Windows "I'm really a agréât' teacher you know! You can know the
quaiity of a teacher by the kinds of things against which he has
to compete and win. I hâve to compete with the grass growing and
the trees swaying in the wind!" The idea is to draw some
reasonable attention to your self-présentât!on as a function of
how the student makes his self-présentât!on. It becomes clear to
the student that he can hâve some control over the classroom
environment. It isn't long that teachers will receive the
comments about how to build a better two-way self-présentation
feedback System. Knowing that what they say will be heard and
given considération is the control that students most probably
need. After ail, isn't this the most fundamental of
interpersonal communication pri nci pi es?
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lQîQ}êdiâÈ§_Q9Q§.e<3y§Q£es_gf^Feedback
The idea of immédiate conséquences of feedback is simples
Arrange the long-term goal sought in a hierchical séries of
sub-goals. Make attending each, the idéal case, a sub-goal
towards the long range goal passing. Taking down notes is rarely
followed with active feedback and even more rarely with
reinforcement. Consequently taking down lecture notes usually
means consulting the text to meticulously underline and recopy
the material. Raising a hand to ask questions about lecture
notes usually leads to some sort of punishments "Weren't you
listening!", "I said that earlier!" etc. You can bet that the
student has learned not to rai se his hand.
The immédiate conséquences of feedback mean that the student
must be made aware of the reinforcement value for behavinq as he
does. Telling the student that each has been randomly assignée
ta review, for no more than five minutes, what was covered in the
preceding class is likely to stimulate some antagonism. This can
be overcome by expiai ning to students that the purpose is to
encourage them to take good notes and to give each the
opportunity to see what it means to teach. If the teacher does
this in a non-threatening way, the student initial responses will
be approximations to the desired bêhavior. An equally effective
technique which doesn't arouse as much anticipatory anxiety is to
ask students to summarize, at the close of class, what has been
covered. Such stratégies are abundantly available in many
textbooks and pedagogical resources, especially those that
advertise behavioral approaches to pedagogy and learning.
Motives for heedback
The primary motive far feedback is to enhance the student's
performance. The most influent!al technique is manipulation.
The opportunity to manipulate what one is learning and to
demonstrate ta aneself and others that one is learning are
powerful statements about mastery compétence. We can encourage
manipulâtive behaviors by stimulâting discovery, curiosity and
exploration. For example, instead of talking about %Personaltiy
development' one may address students with the question %How did
you get to be the person that you now know?' Of course the
reply, often jokingly made, is thats "I got to be me by my
parents!", which is used to launch a discussion on genetic
influences to détermine personality.
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Stimulating and manipulating means devising stratégies for
getting students to examine their own thoughts and feelings about
the topic to be addressed. Recommended readings, when they are
brief and related ta the tapie, often find a very willing
readership. The central aim of this strategy is to arrive at
reducing the student's uncertainty and tension by having him
parti cipâte. As the student progresses, or moves on to
something, he develops intrinsic rewards - a sensé of rnastery
over the environment and an evolving perception of his causal ity
in that environment (DeCharms,1968).
The use of knowledge of results is perhaps the strongest
intrinsic reward when the feedback is almost immédiate. For
practicai limitations this would mean returning assignments and
quizzes to students at the next class. Multiple-choice type
quizzes hâve this distinct advantage over other types of tests.
More about this is developed in the next section. The teacher
should plan also on using social rewards to help the student
differentiate and remain within the criteria of the course. The
motive for feedback, in a summary statement, is to help students
engage in self-exploration and self-understanding in order to
arrive at more appropriate académie actions.
i^lecting^lFeedbacks^Çhannel..
Traditionally tests and test results hâve been the charme!s of
feedback for students. The type, frequency, length, and power of
the measurement and évaluation instruments can help students to
achieve a sensé of rnastery over their environment or create
feelings of worthlessness and helplessness. The idéal test
discriminâtes amongst those who hâve prepared, the questions
inter-relate and contribute ta the overall stability, validity
and reliability of the test, and the student knows what ta
expect. Building such instruments is time-consuming„ However,
student persistence and achievement, the ease of correcting and
the teacher's own sensé of rnastery are strong compensation.
Most of the publishers of educational texts hâve a test item
booklet. Some of thèse hâve item-analysis, validity and
reliability reports as well as norms included. The current trend
is to provide a média disk for the student and another
comprehensive set of tests for the teacher, to be used on
stand-alone micro-computers. This System, where micro-computer
hardware is available of course, permits the student ta obtain
regular, convenient feedback about his performance. This System
makes it possible for the student and teacher to approximate a
pragrammed or indi vidual ized learning schedule. The uf,e of
multiple choiee test items, when they require interprétations and
applications and not only factual Cdefinitions3 use of concepts,
usually are powerful enough to discriminate amongst ail levels of
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student ability.
For our purposes, the sélection of a channel of feedback means
appealing to the student in writing, verbally, or nonverbally.
Providing the student with détailed written feedback on his
performance on a test is no guarantee that he has read it or used
it. The phrase 'feedbacks channel', besides being an anomality
of English style, forces us to think that the plural of
"feedback' is not based on the number or type of channels but
rather on the frequency of providing feedback. At this point the
student can be asked to peridically report to the teacher to
discuss how he has incorporated the changes suggested, or be
asked to make a written reply showing the corrections made to the
text. The idea is to be graduai and persistent to help the
student discover that his actions can and do make a différence -
if he will perceive, listen and communicate the "feedbacks' he
receives. If we think back on how poorly we performed after only
limited feedback we probably quickly realize that we also needed
%feedbacks'.
Fostering Positive Attitudes for Feedback
L§âCQ§ËJdeip^essQess_aQ
Do we, as humans see the world as things, patterns or
relationships? The "concrète" type of student can only see the
world as a séries of "things"? others, like "functionalists" see
it as patterns, and there are a remaining few who see the world
in terms of abstract "relationships". The cognitive and
affective processes which underlie the perceptual processes
direct bêhavior and explain the nature of individual
différences. What could help us to understand why students
perceive as they do? Why is it that some students "remember"
more or less aceurately that which they perceived? The answer to
both is that students interact with, and not only within, the
environment. So the student's perception of things, patterns,
and relationships changes not only as the stimuli before him
changes Cslow as in eultural changes or rapici as in watching
télévision3 but also, and perhaps more importantly, as he sees
himself in that which he is perceiving. The view of himself,
especially in the cantext in which the expérience occurs,
cantributes to facilitate the process of information processing,
acquisition, and remembering.
A good example of this is the %flashbulb memory' concept. Many
of us can vividly recali what we were doing, where we were etc.
on the day the NASîA Bpace shuttle blew up killing ail seven crew
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members. The emotional impact that accompanied the information
being processed was a sufficiently strong reinforcement far us to
recall characteristics of the environment and context in which we
found ourselves at that time of the accident. This
"Reinforcement-Affect' model suggests that emotional
interprétations do become attached to reinforcements and can hâve
influences on perception and "learning'. Categorization and
recall of an incidental event is influenced by its link to the
emotional or affective meaning associated with that event. For
example, hearing once again a sang from the early 1960's may hâve
more reinforcement value, beyond any artistie merit, because one
may hâve associated it with his adolescent péri ad of
development.
The student, as a dynamic persan, is continuaily interacting
not only with his environment but with his perception of himself
in that environment. The global frontiers of any student's field
of perception are thus determined by how much the student can and
does perceive himself in relation to his environment. A student
who has spent ail af his life in the plains of the Canadian
Prairies will not hâve concepts about the environment as the
student who may hâve spent his whole life in metrapolitan
Toronto. How then, would one expect the cognitions and affeet of
thèse students to differ if one were to offer each to study in
the other's environment? Each student's perception of the
physical and social environment will occasion difficulties in
seeing himself as part of the new environment. The greatest
difficulties are initially cognitive and affective. With kind
and considerate social support and a non-hostile physical
environment, e.g. thèse same students having to learn and live
in the désert or the Baie James area, both the rural- and
urban-type student could learn to cope sa as ta live and learn in
the new environment. However, if their learning has been
positively and affectively associated with their hometown and/or
their learning is negativeiy and affectively associated in their
new environment they will suffer the emotional pangs of
"home-sickness'.
What happens when the environment students are placed in
changes more quickly then their perception of themselves in it
can accommodâte? Would not the student then feel some sort of
distress? Would it not be reasonable ta expect that same of this
distress generalizes to the student's social and physical
environment? Is not the syndrome of "home-sickness' but one of
the two coneeptual anchor points? What then could be the other
anchor of this bipolar dimension? It is not in students being
exposed to stress but rather their sensé of rnastery over the
situation, or at very least their belief in their eventual
rnastery, that leads them ta continue. Learned helplessness
appears as a strong candidate to be this other anchor point. If
indeed this assumption ;s correct then the solution would appear
ta farce students to change by imposing that they learn to
monitor more effective!y "feedback'.
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heedbacks Inclusion, Power and Affeet
In our modem society the individual exposed ta the rapidly
changing images presented by the environment has to be
sélective. The more things change the more we learn ta be
sélective, even if it cancerns people and their perception of
themselves in the environment. This explanation helps us ta
understand how we come to the attitude that an alcholic on skid
raw is an "acceptable" person to ignore! We, as part of the mass
of urban dwellers, feel powerless to make a différence. We come
to believe that our actions no longer can make a différence in
the outeome. The process is analogous for students. The
perception of a mountain of intervening and moderator variables
leads them to minimize their influence. The indifférence to
opportunities, which so puzzles teachers, is symptomatic of
1earned helpiessness.
The student is exposed ta a variety of teachers, cognitive
styles, intervention stratégies, pedagogical approaches, and
schedules. The threat of measurement and évaluation is ail the
more stressful si née the environmental perception is in a
perpétuai state of flux. The student barely has the time to form
a perception of himself in such an environment. In Cégep this
means that students conveniently ignore feedback from teachers
because they find themselves powerless to change or control the
environment. Helping students foster positive attitudes towards
learning is, by analogy, like trying ta help the alcaholic an
skid raw.
The founding principle of Alcoholics Anonymous stresses helping
the person to admit to the problem, providing feedback on how to
recognize the warning signs, and suggesting alternative
behaviors. This process is formative feedback. It teaches
individuals to recognize the dangers and provides the means for
circumventing them. In this context formative feedback has
survival value. In éducation formative feedback is based on the
acquisition of educational-1ife skills. Fostering a positive
attitude towards change, the first educational-1ife ski 11, means
letting the student assume the control and responsibi1ity for his
bêhavior. Only after this has been implemented is feedback to
the student about himself likely ta be a weicame source of
information. Otherwise we constant1 y remind students that we are
usurping the power and the authority that should rightfully be
theirs.
We may increase student motivation to foster better attitudes
towards learning by encouraging them ta assume responsibi1ity
which will alter their perception of themselves in Cégep. This
implies giving them feedback. We must at this point be careful
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not to resort to a "tel1-and-sel1' approach in which we try to
convince students to pay more attention to feedback and then to
use it. Students must want this feedback. The only way is for
them to ask for it. When this occurs the student feel s the power
and incluson in his learning environment. That is, the student's
affective involvement is the third and critical variable that
should make the différence, if there is to be one, in his
académie persistence and achievement. In brief, we are arguing
that the student not only needs to hâve more control and a sensé
of inclusion in the process of learning but he needs to feel that
teachers care about what he feels.
ïbê_B9le_Qf_the^Teacher_in_Pr^
Educational Life-Skilis
We don't expect it is realistic to be able to re-orierrt most of
the student failures or abandons. We are relying on the
observations that there are a group of students, usually in the
507. category, who could and would pass, but they need a helping
hand that can make a différence between failing and passing. Ta
initiate the student-teacher contact, the teacher has three
stratégies: 1) Wait for the student to contact him about his
performance, 2) identify and ask ta see those with low
performance but who show effort, and 3) automatical 1y consult
with those who speak of abandoning. To begin the conversation,
the teacher directs attention, in a non-critical and objective
assessement, ta the student's observable behaviors, The student
is asked what conséquences and outeomes he expects. The teacher
informs the students that his help is available but that the
student will hâve to ask for it and be willing to actively
participate in ail stages of the work involved. The idea is ta
make the student aware that the teacher does want to include him
in the teaching-1earning process and that the student does hâve
the power to make a différence in outeomes. The contract is a
psychological ones The teacher is sayinq that he will %care'
about the student's performance and helping him, providing the
student is willing ta care abaut himself and his own
performance.
If the student says he does care and does want to make a
différence, then the teacher may suggest that he can help the
student to learn to act that way. The student is asked to check
off, on a copy of the Taxonomy, the materials he believes apply
to him. The teacher asks the student to meet with him to
présent, from most important to least important, the items which
he feels are in most urgent need for discussion.
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HQW_QQ£s_Inçreased_
§Êy^ent_Persisten
The answer ta this question présupposes that there is an
effect. It is préférable to develop the évidence on which rests
this assumption. The gênerai model in which this change is ta
take place is the student's self-concept. He must feel and then
want to change his learning to learn strategy. Otherwise the
material to be offered by teachers will be just that much more to
learn. This suggestion is clear in the choice of wordings
"educational-1ife skills'. The suggestion thus far developed in
thèse three chapters has been that the teacher, in giving student
feedback about educational-1ife skills, is acting in a
relationship enhaneement program, which it has been argued favors
the development of a positive self-concept (Baker, 1983).
Churukian (1982) has attempted to provide expérimentai évidence
for this effect.
The gênerai hypothesis of this study was that collège
students, according to their perception of the amaunt
of learning achieved in a class, will judge the quaiity
of the interpersonal relationships between them and
their teachers differently.
The implications of the findings are that teacher
éducation programs should emphasize the -ability to
develop positive interpersonal relationships with
students rather than methods and materials.
Unfortunately Churukian's (1982) research design does not
allow, as he would like us to believe, that enhaneed
student-teacher relationships cause better learning. There is
strong évidence for some interaction but the order and direction
cannot be realistical 1y interepreted from the data provided.
Crohn (1983) in a review of available research on
"student-teacher behaviors as predictors of schaol suceess'
concludess "...implications of the data [effective schaols
literatureU were found ta include a clear and direct relationship
between student achievement and self-concept — the affective
domain was found to be a critical eomponent of schaol impravement
efforts." Although this research is limited by the same
criticism addressed ta the Churukian articie, it is significantly
better sinée it suggests some sort of trend across several types
of research with larger samples. Crohn's (1983) research has
additional merit in that it reports how such student-teacher
feedback was measured. A vérification of the instruments used
provides additional support, for what must remain the
supposition, that student and teacher interactions do enhance
académie learning. There is much indirect support to suggest.
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that student achievement and persistence may be enhaneed by the
affective domain, or "warm' encouragement by teachers (Martin,
1979; Hummel-Rossi, 1981; Farley, 1982).
Roueche and Watkins (1980) made an important distinction in
suggesting that the "high-risk' student probably benefits most
from such teacher feedback. This point, developed and argued in
another report (Talbot, 1987), concludes that high-risk students
operate on a relational achievement style which would support
their greater response to teacher "warmth'. Cross (1979) in a
more balanced view has summarized the problem this ways
But the research on the social orientation of field
dependents rai ses a question. Is the student who says
he prefers an explanation to an independent solution
being dépendent and mental 1y lazy, as most
task-oriented educators assume; or is he instead
actively seeking social interaction with the explainer
in the learning process? 111979, page 1253
The combination of well-defined structure within a warm
interpersonal environment appears to be a very
appropriate strategy for working with field dépendent
students. C1979; page 129 3
There are some subjects and some skills that ail
students need to learn, and we need to be knowledgeable
in devising cognitive stratégies to teach them. A
mathematician may hâve to devise a more personally
interactive approach in order to help a field dépendent
learn mathematics. Likewise, a group-oriented social
scientist may hâve to devise some tasks that will help
field independents gain emotional insight and social
sensitivity into human bêhavior - not aïl of which is
as logical as some field independents might hope.
Cl979; Conclusion #4, page 1313
Cross (1979) refers to the formative feedback as being part and
parcel of the cognitive styles of the persons involved. The
cognitive, affective and pereeptual processes of the student and
teacher influence how they interact. In her concluding remarks
she develops thèse suggestianss
1. Cognitive styles of teachers and students differ and interact
in the pedagocial process.
2. The greater the adjustment or "fit" the happier and more
productive they are likely to be in each other's company.
3. Those who need structure, organization, and fréquent feedback
are more likely field dépendent.
4. Cognitive styles may be devised and made to fit. The two
dimensions are degree of course structure and student rôle in
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determining or following it- the social aspect of pedagogy.
5. Knowledge about cognitive styles helps us to better prépare
rein-forcements which may motivate students.
Cross (1979; page 133) relates how a 3-man math départment used
cognitive mapping to better understand their own cognitive style
and to help students assess theirs. With this knowledge they
were able to offer differently structured classes to students.
Enthusiasm and morale were reported ta be high!
Affective éducation is an educational strategy based on the
expériences generated by students themselves in their exchanges
with teachers. The ai m is to influence student educational-1 ife
ski 11 competencies in the complex human interaction called "the
student-teacher relationship'. There is no attempt to be
infarmâtional in any académie sensé, nor therapeutic in a
psychological sensé either. The concern is to improve the
persan's sensitivity ta his own rôle in giving or receiving
feedback, to autodiagnose ineffective stratégies and to
eventually establish a better relationship with the teacher on
whom he is dépendent for a cognitive re-orientâtion. The
différence is subtles we purport not to teach about human
bêhavior but rather ta hâve students expérience directly and for
themselves with bêhavior.
Students can learn to learn by actively searching for lower
level concepts, which they understand, and then building on thèse
to work their way towards the previously difficult concepts. In
essence, failure in learning is failure to understand concepts.
Xuan and Mounivangs (1981) hâve used such an approach in helping
their students to achieve. But, opening communication and
feedback between teacher and student requires that students hâve
an attitude, and levels of communication and feedback skills to
profit by it. This won't just happen.
Lowman (1984) reports on what the idéal of such a teacher would
be, based on a field survey of actual "master' collège teachers.
A model of effective collège teaching is proposed,
based on published research and informai interviews of
reputed master teachers at schaols in the Sautheast and
New England. Outstanding teaching was found to resuit
primarily from a collège teacher's skills at créâting
intellectual exeitement and positive rapport in
students. Ski 11 at creating intellectual exeitement
has two componentss the clarity of one's communications
and their positive emotional impact on students.
Inst.ruetors must focus attention on key assumptions and
critical insights of a subject and not be distracted by
qualifications that most concern them as scholars.
Outstanding teaching is characterized by émotions
associated with intellectual activités the exeitement
of considering ideas, understanding abstract concepts
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and seeing their relevanee to one's life, and
parti ci pating in the process of discovery. The second
dimension of outstanding teaching, interpersonal
rapport, ensures that students learn maximally from the
lecture or discussion and are not distraeted by
négative émotions. Teachers need to avoid generating
excessive anxiety and anger toward the teacher and to
promate positive feelings in students. CAbstractl
And so, a formai expérimental proof is lacking. We can only
point to and argue around the issue. The classically conditianed
affeet that the student has acquired while instrumental 1y
learning to relate action to resuit, has no direct expérimental
évidence. We can only argue for the existence of an interplay
between cognitive, classical and instrumental learning. The
instrumental component comes from the expériences one has had
between appropriate learning bêhavior and positive
reinforcement. If we consider the anxiety students manifest in
approaching teachers, asking questions etc. then we can
understand the classically conditianed emotional responses
attached to learning the instrumentaiity just mentioned. In the
words of Cross (1979)s
...it is time for "respectable académies" to look at
what is known about this diffieult area. Some of their
fears about the viability of the methods will not be
removed by better information, but at least they will
approach the subject from a position of knowledge
rather than ignorance. [page 1713
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Chapter 4
The Taxonomy of Educational-Life Skills
Introduction
The Taxonomy of Educational-Life Skills is a direct extension
and application of Smith's (1982) "A Taxonomy of the Life Skills
Required to Become a Balanced Self-Determined Person". We apply
a taxonomy approach because it provides a clear and uncluttered
way of synthetizing and organizing educational research. We
propose to let the research guide but not dominate our thinking.
This taxonomy houses the postulâtes of educational-1ife skills
necessary for learning to learn. The content and process of
thèse postulâtes are not "hard and fast' rules but rather
suggestions to teachers, about the feedback to give to students,
to help the student cape with the process of learning. The aim
is ta identify, organize, and assimilate matériels which students
and teachers will want to use because they contri bute to their
learning and teaching motivation. The teacher helps the student
ta find his eurrent level af functioning and encourages him ta
work towards achieving higher and more complète levels. Thus,
only small changes in bêhavior, with which the student feels
comfortable are required. In this fashion teachers help provide
students with realistic, praetical feedback about inclusion,
control and affeet to facilitât© progression through a difficult
cognitive development stages Learning to learn.
As far as the literature can reveal there is no instrument
specifically aimed at student affective needs, and tailored for
teacher use, to help students acquire the interpersonal relations
and communieatians ski11s that seem necessary for Ieaming to
learn. We realize that some persons will be against such an
approach because we are advocating the inclusion of affective
éducation precepts ta accompany the cognitive development of our
Cégep students. We hâve argued that affective éducation is
necessary because it enhances student cognitive development. The
postulâtes, deeply roated in the daily realities that confront
both students and teachers, point to the needs of students for
better self-esteem. It is felt that a student's académie
self-esteem will develop as a function of developing better
interpersonal relati ons, commun!eation, prob1em-solving and
critical thinking skills with teachers. As this occurs the
persistence and achievement of students ought to be a
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by-product.
Suggestions for "changing the world" and complex routines that
require constant monitoring and change over long periods of time
are eliminated. We don't want ta change anyone. We wish ta
présent interpersonal relation and communication facts about life
skills, and then show how thèse interrelate and operate as
formative feedback ta students. Thus we move into willful,
planned change at a pace eonvenient to students and teachers.
Students resent change because it is usually imposed on them.
Teachers are made to feel inferior because it's as though what.
they are and what they "do' just isn't "good enough". Most of
the materials available on pedagogy suggest changes which may
indeed be sound but require such an investment of time and effort
that they repel instead of attract students and teachers to work
together.
We propose as the définition of "educational-Iife ski Ils's The
development in students of the awareness, understanding and use,
with the teachers' help, of the interpersonal relations,
communications, problem-salving and critical thinking skills
which relate to learning to learn. This is a learning model
based an strong interactions between the student's
social-emotional and cognitive needs. "Learning to learn' refers
then to the contents and processes of interpersonal relations and
communications that the student abstracts and applies in
éducation. The objective is to maximize the benefit for the
student, in a cost-benefit analysis, of attend!ng Cégep. If the
student fails to expérience "success' then he may leave Cégep,
but this time with two new convictions. One, the Cégep has tried
to meet its obligations to provide him with ali reasonabie
opportunities for educational advancement, as the "open door'
policy implies. Two, the student can sti11 benefit in his adult
rôle, on the job, in the community and in his family relations
with what he has learned about how he abstracts content and
process about tasks and people. The intégration of such facts
produces a more accurate and cohérent image of self and others.
Inclusion, Control and Affection
The educational-1ife skills, as defined above, eut across three
major variabless Inclusion, control and affeet. Ail of the
postulâtes relate in one form or another to the needs for
inclusion, control and affection. The awareness and
understanding that the teacher hopes to create in the student, by
providing him with feedback about the learning to learn
postulâtes below, relates to helping the student discover the
power and the feeling which comes from being actively invoived in
éducation. It is quite possible that the empathy created between
teacher and student, in such efforts, are as important as the
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student's "success' ta implement the feedback (Warner, 1980,
1983, 1984).
Inclusion means that the student can initiate interactions with
others, just as others can elieit a sensé of interaction from
him. Communication is an irréversible, complex, circular process
which reveals information to those participating. It is
impossible to not communicate. Our social and physical
environments make demands which require that we adapt and cope to
change. That is, we must monitor the exchanges between ourselves
and the environment we live in. This process requires a constant
adjustment between receiving information, or "feedback', and
giving information, or "commun!cating*„ Choosing not to
parti cipâte or not allowing someone else to parti ci pâte is also a
communication. To "exclude' from communication is thus to deny
the most fundamental of human abilitiess to grow, to change, to
become!
Inclusion is suggestive of actively managing one's life or the
interpersonal relation and communication influences that one has
on others Cactions3. The awareness the student has of himself is
likely to be the sum total of his perceptions of his
self-images. That is, the student's self-image results from
thinking about himself, thinking about what others think of him,
and comparing thèse with the actual feedback others provide him.
The semantics of this thought translate into a différence in
awareness that one is included because things are done Mit h and
not for or to him.
Satisfactory control in interpersonal relations and
communications refers to the dimension of power. At one extrême
the student may either control ail or none of the bêhavior of
others; or the student may never or always be controlled by
others. Being controlled, or letting others control us, suggests
reactively managing one's life or the interpersonal relation and
communication influences that others hâve on us [réactions].
The satisfactory level of affeet in interpersonal relations and
communications is the degree of intimacy and formaiity that the
student initiâtes with others. It varies to the degree that the
student is able to establish close and Personal relations with
others. The expression of affeet can vary from baring one's soûl
to anyone and everyone that will listen, to never revealing
anything about the private and personal self. That is, the
affective management of one's life is the intrapersonal awareness
and understanding of one's perceptions, motives, feelings and
values.
The taxonomy wishes to remain as uncluttered as possible so as
to facilitate its use. The intention is to be efficient and
concise. The detailed ordering and sequencing of postulâtes is
presented and is followed by an index which includes key words
and additional descriptors. The taxonomy and index each begin on
a différent page so as ta facilitate phatocopying and
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distribution.
The overall objective is to help students learn what it. means
to "cooperate' in learning to learn. How to act pleasantly, ta
be cancerened with daing their share of the work correct1 y and on
time; to ask, offer and aceept work; and to aceept responsibi1ity
for their mistakes. This implies learning to relate to and to
aceept legitimate authority, to follow directions, to monitor and
report on problems and progess, to aceept supervision and
constructive criticism, ta work within the rules and régulations
of the cégep, and to ask permission.
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e Taxonomy of Educational-Life SkillsTh
Interpersonal Relation and Communication Skills
1.0 Making the contact
1.1 First impressions
1.11 Characteristies of
1.11.1 Physical appearances If you care about the task,
goal or job and the relationship you will be
careful of the statement that your dress and
appearance makes about you. For example, applying
in person for admission to Cégep requires that
you show respect and coopération which is made
by your physical appearance. It may be argued,
albeit erroneously, that if you aren't willing
to show respect and coopération by some casual
conventional physical appearance then you may
not be able to follow the rules and régulations
that govern the Cégep. We may not like people
who would think this way but the thing is that
thèse people are the ones we hâve to favorably
impress to gain admission!
1.11.2 Réputationss Repeating rumors and gossip is a
good way to ruin your own réputation. Teachers
are likely ta hear about you before actually
meeting with you» So remember that the image
you establish with some teachers and students
will be projected by them to others.
1.11.3 Speechs Some people try to ingratiate themselves
by imitating the jargon, swear words etc. that
appear in eurrent use. People are likely ta
resent it si née they will think you are moeking
them.
1.11.4 Nonverbal behaviorss What you say to whom is most.
often tempered by when and where you say it. li
you think you hâve a major problem and ask the
teacher for an appointment you are making a more
powerful case for your problem than if you just
casual1 y stop him in between classes.
1.12 Sources of mistaken impressions
1.12.1 False eues
C13 How do you reward yourself? How do others
perceive you ta reward yourself? Being able
to postpane gratification requires a kind of
self-discipline to weigh short-term versus
long-term gains.
il 23 Are you behaving in ways that support your
short- and long-term objectives?
L33 Are there différences reported to you about
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what others observe you ta say and da?
1.12.2 Stéréotypes: We ail hâve the tendeney to guess
what the teacher and the course will be like
based on what we hâve heard. However if we rely
on such subjective information to continuai 1y
weigh the information we ourselves gain in the
form of expérience in the classroom, then what
we hâve heard is acting as a standard against
which incoming information is being comparée.This
does not allow incoming information to alter your
perceptions. What you hâve heard about the
teacher and the course should be weighed with
what you expérience.
1.12-3 Halo effect - letting prior évaluations taint
eurrent or expected évaluations. Because you
did well with one teacher in a course does not
mean that you can make similar évaluations for
the teacher in another course and vice versa.
"I don't want that teacher. I flunked with him."
is a typical négative halo effect. You should
rather confront the teacher before régistering
to mutua11 y develop what you expect from each
other.
1.12.4 Leniency errors - the tendeney of not giving
people the négative feedback that their acts
deserve.None of us likes giving négative feed
back. We ail réalise though that it seems ta
be necessary.
1.12.5 False consensus: Sometimes we rely too much on
what others think. Asking students what they
think about teachers and courses must be weighed
with objective information made available in
course descriptions, outlinés etc. Then discuss
the différences you notice with thèse students.
Final1 y ask teachers, before enrol1ing, what they
think may explain any inconsistencies between
what you heard and what you read.
1.12.6 Logical errors refer to the tendeney we hâve ta
prefer certain central traits in persons and then
to gêneraiize thèse to other non-connected situa
tions. For example, "He's such a eute person I
think he'll be a good teacher!" or, then again:
"He looks so mean! I don't want to hâve to take
him as a teacher!"
1.13 Making a good first impression
1.13.1 Make an effort to interact with others, Learning
from only reading may be possible for a very few
persons. The majority of us hâve to interact with
students, librarians, teachers etc. Why do you
think that the major part of budgets for éduca
tion go to salaries? We learn better from others
rather than machines because of the possibility
for h uman i nteract ion.
1.13.2 Show an interest in others and their activities
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hobbies, interests etc.
1.13.3 Try to find some commonalities.
1.13.4 Try to maintain a natural and relaxed posture.
1.14 Reaching out ta make the first contact
1.14.1 Positive self-talks Social skills are acquired
through practice. If you keep finding reasons for
not approaching someone you will find that others
will be reluetant to offer to help you. "You
wouldn't want to see me now, would you?" makes it
easy for someone to say "No." "I've been meaning
to meet with you but I've not been able to find
the words at the right time to see you about..."
is far more likely to initiât© an interaction and
to draw the other into responding.
1.14.2 Dealing with fear of rejection and maintaining
the conversation. It is unrealistic ta expect
that everyone will like you ail the time. Learn
to recognize if someone doesn't agrée or react
well to what you are saying or doing» If someone
reports being hurt, learn to say "I'm sorry to
hâve hurt you." Let them décide to continue the
conversation on a similar or différent topic.
Our emotional reactions usually resuit from the
fact that we think our rights hâve been violated-
You don't hâve to apologize for what you said.
For examples "I don't mean to question your
judgment sir, but I dont see what the example
you are using has to do with the principle you
presented." A défensive teacher will try to talk
his way out of it or act insulted. The adéquate
response is simply for the teacher to admit that
"I just got off on a tangent."
1.14.3 Interpersonal anxiety, dealing with
C13 Describe your expériences, hobbies etc.
121 Explain what rôles you would like to play
1.14.4 Plan on how ta leave
1.14.5 Where to make the contacts Choose a time and a
place. This shows how you wish to hâve both you
and the subjeet treated.
1.14.6 How ta open
C13 Start with a non-controversial open question
that is likely to get a positive response.
C23 Présent opinions about. "safe' personal tapies
and avoid talking about what you think are
"faults' with others.
C33 Use compliments briefiy, sincerely and
sparingly. Otherwise it appears as some form
of ingratiation or condescend!ng.
[.'4 3 Make comments about the surroundings
C53 Request information of the "ï happened to
notice" type. Avoid personal material.
1.15 Dealing with problem areas
1.15.1 How to correct erroneous first impressions others
may hâve made of you.
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C13 Point to the causes and not excuses for your
bêhavior,
C23 Identify your error. Maybe even try to joke
about it.
C33 Let people know that you can change by
correcting your errors, and thus learn ta
avoid repeating them.
C43 Ask for another chance.
1.15.2 Dealing with "Shyness'
1113 Try to find someone that you think is doing
the bêhavior "right'. Observe what he does
and compare it to what you do.
112 3 Use your imagination
C33 Try ta perfarm the bêhavior at a time and
place where you think you will be successful.
C43 Engage in positive self-talk CSee 1.143
£53 Use the "SOFTEN' technique CSee NV Behs3
C6 3 Use active listening
1.2 Self-Awareness
1.21 Self-diselosure Process
1.21.1 Safe tapies first
1.21.2 Move to personai topics which appear to be held
also by the other. If not, remain calm and
politely follow leave-taking behaviors.
1.21.3 Make brief statement about you and who you are
1.21.4 Actively encourage C"Gee that sounds interesting'
or "I never qui te understood what that is."3
others to talk about what they do or how they
do it. Everybody loves giving their opinions.
1-21.5 By this time you will find that the topic has
focused on you and the other - what you and the
other share and understand about each other.
1.22 Characteristies and types of self-diselosure
1.22.1 Try to own up to your feelings and opinions. This
means ta be aware of using "I" instead of the
ill-famous "they", "some people" etc.
1.22.2 Avoid words that critieize, belittle or boast
about yourself an ci others.
1.22.3 Try to describe the bêhavior and not what you
think was the intent of the bêhavior.
1.22.4 Describe what you think are the conséquences of
sue h b ehavi ors «
1.22.5 No-risk taking type reveals factual information
about himself. That is, only what others can see
anyway.
1.22.6 The risk-taking type présents his views and
perceptions, needs etc. so as ta let others know
who he is.
C13 In a positive person orientation this means
the person shows solidarity, releases tensior
agrées, gives suggestions, and is clear and
softspoken.
C23 In a négative person orientation this means
the person asks others for what to do. He
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disagrees, shows tension by blaming others
when the décisions they made for him don't
turn out as he expectéd.
1.23 Rewards for self-disel osing
1.23.1 We gain a more accurate perception of ourselves
and others.
1.23.2 Verbal communication is improved because under-
standing the message is helped by understanding
the persan who says it.
1.23.3 Meaningful relationships are based on self-
diselosure.
2.0 Listening skills
2.1 Stages and characteristies of listening
2.11 Hearing, recording and eoding
2.11.1 What was said versus how it was said reflects
the intended message and how the person feels
about the message.
El 3 Identify the main points you think the
speaker made
L'23 Review what you think is the expected
outcame oi the conversation
2.12 Understanding and information processing
2.12.1 Phrasing questions shows your familiarity with
the content of the conversations your depth of
understanding; the meaning you are giving to
what is being saids and the words you use reflect
your attitude about the reply you request.
1113 Indirect questions involve guesswork, they
lead to inferréd motives, inaccuray and
"games', as well as create defensiveness.
The major types ares
-People infer that you ask a question so
that you may hear what you want to hear
-Questions that are used to embarass others
-Questions that pry or probe
-Questions that make demands (tag questions)
-Asking a question instead of making a
statement about our own motive, iciea etc.
-Putting words in another's mouth
-Asking questions to which you already hâve
the answer you want to hear
L23 Direct questions produce two-way communica
tion, involve active listening, produce
non-stressful, effective and clear feedback.
-Questions that ask the listener to reflect
on relationships of parts or a part to the
whole.
-Questions which help others to understand
new relationships or facts.
-Questions which suggest that the process
of some parts are not fully understood and
should be before proceeding to more complex
material
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-Questions which require individuals to think
about going from the gênerai to the spécifie
[inductive logic or convergent thinking3 and
to think about going from the spécifie ta
the gênerai Cdeduetive logic or divergent
thinking3.
2.12.2 Do you cognitively or affectively categorize?
Ci.e. Do you relate information in terms of what
meaning it has to you or how you feel about
it?3
2.13 Remembering, rehearsal, praetice & overleaming
2.13.1 Summarize statements
C13 Ask closed questions [Questions that may be
answered with "yes' or "no'.3
[23 Repeat the major points of the speaker's
argument.
2»13.2 Paraphrase
C13 State in your own words and ask the other
if you understand correctly.
[23 Ask the speaker to elaborate, provide some
examples etc. by telling him what it is you
are having difficulty understanding. Simply
saying "I don't understand" doesn"t help
the speaker to pinpoint what it is you do
not understand. You should be identifying
what is that you don't understand to con
vince him that you were actively listening.
2.14 Evaluât!ng
2.14.1 How persons and tasks are evaluated is affected
"by your motives, needs, beliefs and values.
2.14.2 Do you make up your mind and then find the facts
to support it, or do you gather information and
then use it. to make up your mind? The différence
is one of letting your cognitive development be
in the service of your feelings or vice versa.,
2.14.3 Check that what you heard is what he meant to say
2.15 Responding
2.15.1 Giving feedback
[ 13 Deci de if you "must ' or '* can ' intervene. If
there is a reasonable chance that the other
will want to change as a resuit of the infor
mation you présent, and there is an already
ex isti ng relati onshi p then you "can' choose
to intervene. In a "must' intervention the
other's bêhavior is tangibly and concretely
affeeting the performance of someone. Be
frank, direct and descriptive. Avoid
questions and comments that put the other on
the défensive. The idea is to get the other
involved in finding a solution.
C23 Set the stage by planning where, when and how
the feedback will be given.
[33 Keep to one or two major items.
[43 Describe behaviors do not evaluate them.
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[53 Refer to some sort of frame of référence to
compare the bêhavior.
[63 l"ry to set up this meeting as soon after as
possible.
[73 Try to phrase feedback positively and con-
structively.
[83 Check on the perception the person has by
asking them to paraphrase or summarize
[93 Asked clased questions [questions with yes
/no answers] to make sure that ail concerned
know what is being agreed to.
[103 Ask the other to agrée to change suggested.
2.2 Types of listening
2.22 Active vs passive. Active involves participating as
opposed to merely recording facts and information.
2.22.1 Blocks ta active listening
[13 Préoccupâti on
[23 Hostility, emotional blocks and inhibitions
[33 Charismatic belief in others
[43 Past expériences and old standards such as
stéréotypes, préjudices etc.
[53 Hidden agendas or plans and ideas to impose
on others
2.23 Social listening
2-23.1 Informai: show courtesy and appréciation,
small talk, and friendly conversation.
2.23.2 Interpersonals Add affection, caring and warmth
2.23.3 Formai
[13 Critical listening involves distinguishing
between fact and opinion; logical and emo
t. ional appeal s. It includes an objective
attitude to clarify ambiguities.
[23 Discrimi native listening concerns itself
with determining main points, the logical
arguments, the assumptions and facts that
support the argument. It includes also the
follow directions and to recognize the
purposes and the agenda [what change is
expected ta oeeur in the listener as a
function of having heard the message.3
2.24 Gênera1 non-verbal charact er i st i e s
2.24.1 Body contact [handshakes,kissing in some cultures]
and appearance [elothing3
2.24.2 Facial
[13 Eye contact and movement
[23 Facial expressions
2.24.3 Body orientation
2.24.4 Body posture and personal space
[13 Formai or publie [3 or more feet.3
[23 Personal Cl 1/2 ta 2 feet3
[33 Intimate [less than 18"3
2.24.5 Gestures
2.24.6 Walking
2.3 Obstacles ta effective listening
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2.31 Préjudices, foiases, stéréotypes etc.
2.32 Thinking about what you are going to say before the
speaker is finished.
2.33 Fil tering out some parts of the message. That is
selectively ignoring some things that are said.
2.34 Focusing too much an haw the message is said or the
adequacy of the words to convey the message?.
2.4 Effective listening techniques
2.41 Empathy
2.42 Respect
2.43 Warmth - When coupled with understanding that cornes
from coopération, this shows acceptance and support
or "People we can count on".
2.44 Concreteness
2.45 Genuineness - The amount of sincère feeling expressed
2.45.1 Using clichess "How are you?", "Aw poor you."
"You must feel terrible." Such clichés don't
encourage others ta diseuss their feelings and
usually operate to close off discussions.
2.45.2 Taking into aceount an existing relationship or
désiring to build a relationship with the another
should be reflected by your degree of acceptance.
Offering to help everybody and anybody doesn't
help build cl oser relationships. The other must
want your help and that's what you hâve to know»
2.45.3 "The si lent treatment' means not to communicate.
Although it is questionnable that the silence
means you are unwilling or indiffèrent ta the
relationship, it does strongly suggest rejection.
2.46 Self-Diselosure
0 Speaking skills
3.1 Verbal communication
3.11 Self-awareness and self-diselosure skills
3.12 Listening skills
3.13 Conversâtional skills
3.13.1 In formai communication start by stating your
conclusion and then présent the arguments that
support it. Ask the listener to paraphrase or
summarize or provide an example.
3.13.2 When the conversation drifts off either ask your
self if the listener wants ta leave or change to
a more interesting topic, which is usually the
case with informai or poli te conversation. With
formai conversation re-state the objectives or
re-introduce the major idea. "That is interesting
and perhaps when we finish this topic we could
diseuss it." Usually one has to wait until some
appropriate break in the other's conversation to
do this. Otherwise one runs the risk of resorting
to psychological size»
3.13.3 General considérations
[13 What si gn if icant events hâve oceurred in your
Personal 1i fe?
[23 How hâve significant events in your life leci
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you to your self-concept?
[33 What major décisions hâve you made as a resuit
of significant events in your life?
[4 3 How hâve family, friends, the environment etc.
inf1uenced you?
[5 3 How do you behave in varions jobs, with
people?
2 Nonverbal communication
3.21 SOFTEN techniques Smile, Open position with Forward lean,
Touch, Eye contact, Nod.
3.21.1 Relieves tension
3.21.2 Asserts one's participation & increases
solidarity
3.21.3 Helps to meet people by reducing social
distance
3.21.4 Increases feeling of inclusion [unity3
3.22 Leave-taking behaviors
3.22.1 Verbal expressions
[13 Simple reinforcement of what is being said,
such as by nodding and not adding any new
information.
[23 Using short words and phrases, incomplète
thoughts.
[33 Switching back to an earlier and more gênerai
level in the discussion.
[43 Expressions of appréciation for having had
this opportunity to meet or exchange with
the person.
3.22.2 Nonverbal expressions
[13 Breaking eye contact frequently
[23 Positioning the feet away or orienting the
body towards sornething or someone else.
LZ1 Nodding, and using filler words "uhm ... uhm"
[43 Leaning forward in the chair with passive nods
3.23 General characteristics of nonverbal communication
3.23.1 Use of time
[13 How much time does it take for you to
recognize another or ta respond to someone's
communication?
[23 How much time do you spend with someone?
[33 How much time do you spend on a topic?
3.23.2 Use of the body
[13 Eye contacts Looking at, down or away when
noticed; Steady, glaring and frequency of look
[23 Skin - blushing, perspiration, "goose bumps'
[33 Posture - A slouched, erossed legs and arms.
"uptight', head down & facing away suggests
moving away or against someone.
[43 Facial expressions - expresionless, corner
of lips down, biting lip, wrinkled forehead,
smiling, wrinkled nose are used to convey
the négative émotions for which we hâve
trouble finding the words that aceompany
them [no interest,sadness or disbelief,
?
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uncertainty, agreeing, dislike or disagree-
ment3.
[53 Tics - nail biting, scratching, cracking
knuckles, pulling hair, rubbing or hugging
oneself, foot tapping, drumming fingers,
toying with clothing or objects, fidgeting
ail communicate some form of impatience to
receive or send communication.
[63 Commands - snapping the fingers [impoli te
request for immédiate action], winking
[acceptance or overture3, nods [agreement or
support 3, waving the hand [greeting, asking
and direction motion3 fist Canger or power3
or finger at someone [accusation 3, pointing
the finger [affirming one's right to rebuke
another's bêhavior3, holding a finger to one's
lips [silence3, shrugging shoulders [hesitaney
or doubt3 and staring blatantly at someone
Canger, power, accusation or disbelief3.
[73 Touch means ta get attention, to show some
affection, to challenge, as a symbol of
friendship, and taps on the head are signs
of belittling or condescension.
3.23.3 Environmental farms of nonverbal communication
[13 Distances used to stand next to someone
[23 Arrrangement of furniture, lighting etc.
[33 Taste for luxury
[43 Position you sit in the room
3.24 Interpreting nonverbal communication
3.24.1 Remember that what you say is supported or
questioned dépending an how your nonverbal
bêhavior appears to agrée with what you say.
3.24.2 Remember that nonverbal bêhavior is interprétable
in a variety of ways. Crossed legs and folded
arms, for ex ample do not necessarily mean résis
tance. It could be that the person is cold. Try
ta avoid the quickie interprétations' as one
may find in those 'How to' kinds of books.
Symbolie communication and metacommunication
3.31 Psychological sizes communicating one's power and status
through the use of
3.31.1 Status and titles when they are not required
3.31.2 Hostile humor: criticism, sarcasm, ridicule
3. 31.3 Te11ing peop1e what 's good for them or giving t. hem
a pièce of your mind
3.31.4 Displaying too much datailed knowledge
3.31.5 Using jargon and other buzz' words to impress
people with what you know or do
3.31.6 Mot using people's naines
3.31.7 Changing tapies, telling others to speak up
or down
3.31.S In essence, try to take into aceount the âge, sex,
training, status, rôle and how much formaiity the
other wants when communieating„
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3.31.9 The use of clothing, grooming, jewelry, cosmeties,
and your choiee of automobile and résidence
provides others with opportunities, like it or not
to make inferences about you.
3. '5'5 Metacommun icat ion
3-33-1 Changes in voice
[13 Be clear otherwise people will hâve to infer
what you said and this créâtes problems. If
you hâve something ta say be clear. The major
characteristies of clarity ares pronunciation,
accents and diction.
[23 Use an appropriate level of volume and pitch.
Being soft-spoken is fine but it is relative
to the size of the room and the audience.
[33 Use an appropriate speed. We ail like to hear
an auctioneer as Entertainment' but in every-
day exchanges this is a source of frustration.
[43 Watch the intonations and inflectiens. Changes
in thèse usually gives the messages many and
qui te di fferent interprétâti ans.
4.0 Interacting with others
4.1 Building open versus closed communication.
4.10 Knowing if the communication is open or closeds
4.10.1 If you and the teacher or student are better able
ta exchange, ta work together the it is opening»
4.10.2 If, as a resuit af exchanges, the two of you corne
to trust and like each other more, it is opening.
4.10.3 If both you and the teacher or student are satis-
fied that constructive efforts are being made then
the communication is open.
4.10.4 If others and you are able to work together ta
improve misunderstandings and to avoid conflicts
then you hâve an open communication.
4.11 Based on five dimensions
4.11.1 What you think of the other and the situation
[13 When neither the other or the event is
important then you can avoid or withdraw.
An unpleasant person you happen to meet
while strolling in the park means you
just walk aiway.
[23 When the event or goal is important but
your relationship with the other isn't,
then you can use force, psychological
size etc. You don't hâve ta be ni ce with
people who at a concert aren't conside-
rate enough not to make noise.
[33 When what you hâve to do is not too
important but the other is very important
then yo»i will need ta settle the conflict.
[43 When both the other persan and the goal are
moderately important then you need to know
the art of conciliâting and compromising.
[53 And, amazingly enough, you confront the other
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when both the goal and the other are very
important ta you.
4.11.2 Clarity of expression
[13 Think about what you mean to communicate
[23 Think about whom you want to communicate it te
[33 What are your attitudes towards the topic?
[43 What are likely to be the attitudes of the
persons to whom you will be commun!cating?
[53 What skills do you hâve to communicate this
idea?
[63 What listening skills are required of those?
to whom you will communicate this idea?
[73 What is a realistic expeetation of the
efficieney when you take the context and the
situation into aceount?
[83 Use language and terms appropriate to the
1istener.
[93 What are the simplest possible terms that can
express what you hâve ta say?
[103 Go from the gênerai to the spécifie in the
development of your ideas.
[113 Find one major thème and rela\te everything,
including an occasional example, to it.
[123 Be préparée! to repeat or to restate your
thème.
[133 Close by restâting your conclusion.
[143 The more channels of communication you use
the more likely the message will get through.
[153 Carefully monitor the nonverbal feedback of
Iisteners. 11 tells you how we?11 they under -
stand what you are saying.
[163 Pace yourself to the abiJity of the other
persan to listen.
4.11.3 Coping with négative émotions
[13 Annoyances and irritations may lead you ta
suppress your feelings which ultimately will
encourage you to become angry or to withdraw
from the relationship.
[23 Hidden feelings ieads persons to mi sinterprêt
what you say or what is heard. That is, hidden
feelings produeed distorted perceptions.
[33 Négative feelings that are suppressecl Ieads
you ta see and hear only what you want ta see
and hear.
[43 Unresolved négative feelings often lead us to
reject or refuse what is said because we don't
like the person who said it.
[53 Unchecked négative émotions can produce power
struggles in which others will hâve to hoici
in cheek their feelings sa as not to hurt you.
[63 Négative émotions are often expressed non
verbal 1y which usually contradiets the verbal
message you send. Banging your fist on the
desk while saying, in a poli te tone, nI hâve
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no problem!11 will usually lead others ta
think that you hâve a problem and also a
problem admitting to it.
4.11.4 Active listening
4.11.5 Self-diseiosure when interacting with others means
that what you say about the past must hâve some
bearing to the présent conversation. More impor
tant! y it means you are sharing how you feel about
the persan, the thoughts and the events being
presented. It has nothing to do with revealing
your past or intimate thoughts. Sel f-ci isel osure
and active listening means that you build the
eurrent relationship by actively sharing what you
think and feel about what the both of you are
eurrent1 y exper ienei ng.
4.2 Building supportive versus défensive communication
4.21 Evaluation versus descriptions Correct!ng, suggesting,
telling, moralizing and coercian are just some of the
many of the wel1-intentioned acts we do to 'help' others.
We fail to realize that helping others in this way makes
them feel inferior and défensive. Simply try ta get them
ta reflect an their bêhavior by describing what you see,
then get them involved in finding their own solutions.
4.22 Control versus problem orientations Analyzing someone's
motives, attempts to get at the 'real, deep down' reasons
for someone else bêhavior ail smack of playing amateur
psyehologist. It's a good way to alienate people. Why
not ask the person to reflect on the possible relations
between actions, conséquences and outeomes?
4.23 Strategy versus spontaneitys If you want people to do as
you tell them then say so, but be sure to explain why
they need to obey you. Spontaneity does not mean impui-
sivity. Telling people what you think, what are your
opinions etc. is not necessary. When asked, or when it
seems necessary to intervene, being honest and direct
in expressing what you feel/think is being spontaneaus.
4.24 Neutrality versus empathys How are the feelings of others
reflected and treated? How does one help others ^piek up
the* pièces' after they plop?
4.25 Superiority versus equalitys We can ail learn from others
just. as others hâve something to learn from us. We must
be aware of the opportunities for learning more than the
opportunities for teaching.
4.26 Certainty versus provisionalisms There isn't anything
that is so sure that it's worth arguing over. When two
people argue, both are wrong. The few minutes of arguing
can lead to weeks of hard feelings and cold interpersonal
relations.
4-3 Building a group participation style
4.31 Components of group development
4-31.1 Poli te stages Keep ideas simple, say acceptable
things, avoid controversy and serions topies.
Keep feedback to a minimum and avoid self-dis
closure. The idea is simply to meet people and
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to associate their names and faces with one or
two gênerai characteristies about them.
4.31.2 Assessing objectives and goals for meeting. Try
to meet everyone. Avoid forming %cliques' or
hanging around any one person too long. The idea
is to share what you think and ta find out what
others think are the purposes for the meetings.
4.31.3 Bid for power and leadership s Be brief & factual
in your statements. Avoid cornpromi sing for the
sake of 'being niée'. Realize that some good can
corne from conflict over ideas. It is never okay
to attack the speaker or to make personal remarks
about others.
4.31.4 Constructive stages Remember that you can only be
responsibie for yourself. Let others be responsa
ble for themselves. Expecting changes in others
also means others expect changes to oceur in your
attitudes and bêhavior.
4.31.5 Team spiritsit is at this level that one feels as
a member. Th e fee1i ng of ineI usion, contro1 and
power translates into the feeling that what you &
others do and say is eontributing to a sensé of
*we ' .
4.32 Campements of group grawth
4.32.1 Participation
Cl 3 Who are the %high" vs v1ow' participants. Ask
the low participants their point of view. Ask
high participants to be more tolérant in their
1istening»
C2II Notice changes in style of parti ci pat. ing
C3Ii How are the si lent people treated?
il41 What are the patterns of communication?
£5 3 Who appears to be task or persan ariented?
4.32.2 Influence
Cl3 Who speaks the most vs who gets the most
attention when he speaks?
C2 3 Styles of influences It's not so much what
one says as how it is said that makes for
it being perceived as positive or négative.
4.32.3 How are décisions made?
C 13 One décides for ail or no one. You don't hâve
a group then.
C23 Everybody tries to support everybody else
This is not a task group, it is too person
orientée! and is turning into a party.
C33 Are their members who make suggestions that
rarely get acceptée!? Are their many attempts
to 'solve" problems by voting? If sa, the
group has not defined its objectives and the
means of attaining them.
4.32.4 Task or i entât i ons
£13 Asking for the *best ' way means getting ail
to parti ci pâte and to share honestly what
they think.
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C23 Summarize and differentiate between group
process vs content.
C33 Give feedback about the facts, icleas, etc.
Avoid, at ail costs criticizing the parti
cipation style of others.
4.32.5 Group maintenance funetions
C13 Help others to parti ci pâte
C23 Let others finish what they are saying
C33 Actively listen
C43 How are ideas rejected?
4.32.6 Group atmosphère
C13 The major process seems to be to provoke and
ta annoy others. Do others look forward ta
attending this group?
C23 How much effort is being made to suppress
Personal ideas in the interest of developing
some sort of enjoyable and eongenial group.
C33 How much sluggishness goes on? Cloek-watehing
staring out the window, doing something else?
4„32.7 Membersh ip
C13 How much inclusion does each member feel? Is
their advice solicited? Are they made ta feel
that their parti cipation is contributing to
the attainment of the goal?
C23 How much time is spend trying to satisfy one's
Personal needs vs satisfying the needs of
other group members?
C33 How often does a persan get eye contact? How
often is the person listened to Crespect 3?
4.32-8 Affeet or feelings
Cl 3 Are personal feelings ever discussed?
C23 Under what conditions will positive or
négative personal feelings be allowed?
C33 How are participants reprimanded?
4.32.9 Establishing group norms
C13 Are there rules and régulations gaverning
the conduet of members? Are thèse explicit
or implicit?
C23 How are meetings condueted?
C33 How and when are interventions acceptable?
4.33 Components of individual guidelines for parti cipating
in groups
4.33.1 Stick ta présents 'Hère and now'
4.33.2 Use "I" statements that speak for you. Own up
to what you hâve to say.
4.33.3 Look at the persons in the group when speaking.
Try to establish eye contact with ail members.
4.33.4 Avoid trying to be 'right' or always having the
iast word.
4. 33. 5 Pessi mi sm, sarcasm, host i1e humor art; never
appropri ate
4.33.6 Avoid categorizing, especially the affective
type such as %right', 'wrong'. "a lot', etc.
4.33.7 Avoid dime store psychology. Try to understand
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and explain you bêhavior and leave it to others
to do likewise for their bêhavior.
4.33-8 Advice is bénéficiai when it is solicited.
4.33.9 You are under no obligation to break periods of
silence.
4.33.10 Remember that there is a fundamental différence
between what you report as "I feel" versus "I
think".
4.34 Group and individual growth
4-34.1 Self-awareness
4.34.2 Self-concept
C13 Physical sel f--concept s How is your oral,
and physical hygiène?
C23 Social self-concepts The company we keep
and the choice oi persans we work or
socialise with make statements about us.
C33 Idéal self-concepts What is the différence
between what we are and what we would like
to be?
C43 Self-as-processs What changes in ourselves
to we monitor. To what do we attribute our
failures and successes?
C53 Self-esteems How much do we like what we
see in ourselves? How much effort am I willing
to invest to produce desired change?
4-34.3 Self-Disc1osure
4.35 Group growth: Feedback
4.35.1 Giving feedbacks
C13 Décide if giving feedback is solicitée! or not.
If it isn't then décide if you must intervene.
C23 Choose a quiet place free from distractions.
C33 Choose a time appropriate to both of you.
C43 If the feedback is négative be sure to explain
why you must do it.
C53 Relate the feedback to spécifie behaviors. Is
it a question of goals, expectations, values?
C63 Explain by deseribing how the behaviors do not
correspond to the goals, expectations etc.
C73 Suggest changes in bêhavior that need to be
made
C8 3 Ask for feedback about what they hâve heard
C93 Correct the mistakes and ask the other to
agrée to changes.
C103 Mutual 1y agrée on what behaviors are ta
be ehanged, how to change them and when you
expect such changes to occur.
Cil 3 Summarize the major points and thank the
other for listening.
4.35.2 Receiving feedbacks
C13 Choose a mutua'ly appropriate time and place
C23 Specifiy what it is you need feedback about
C33 Try to keep your request to one or two items
C43 Ask open questions
C53 Summarize or paraphrase what you heard.
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C63 Dû NOT ask questions about what you think you
heard. Ask to take the time to think about
what has been said and to come back ta talk
once more.
C73 Thank the person for listening and -for giving
you the feedback.
4.35.3 Positive or négative feedback
Cl 3 Never lose a change ta pravide someone with
brief positive feedback about meeting goals,
expectations etc. Keep it simple and direct.
No need to publicize it unless it is a rare?
achievement.
C23 Likewise far négative feedback, except that
it is never appropriate to publicize.
C33 If you hâve something to say to someone then
do so directly.
C43 ïf the feedback arouses the émotions then
learn to identify it as such, to wait ta think
about what you feel. It is too easy to blurt
out something that we will later regret.
C53 If you must provide a response when émotion-
ail y aroused identify your émotion and make
it clear that you are responding to the ideas
conveyed and not to the person telling you.
Explain why you need to respond now instead
of waiting to compose yourself.
C63 Keep your feedback consistent with your rôle
relationship with that person. Offering help
or advice suggests you know more about the?
problem and its solution than does the other
person who does hâve the problem.
C73 Learn to wait ta be asked far advice. Every
body likes to give their opinion.
4.35.4 Feedback for self or others?
C13 Never ask others what they think about some
one else when that person isn't présent. It
puts people on the défensive and helps to
start gossip and rumars. Remind others who
may hâve done this to you as a form of
constructive critieism.
C23 If you must hâve information about someone
then explain the context and why you need it-
Ask this of others if they don't seem to be
aware when asking you for priviledge infor-
mat ion -
C33 Focus on what the person did and not on the?
persan. Make it a point to ask another, if you
are involved to describe the bêhavior and not
his évaluation of your persan.
r43 Make statements about your feelings and
you reactions rather than on giving advice^
If others do this to you, then ask them ta own
up. "Sounds ta me like you also believe this."
C53 AIways respect confidentiality. One of the
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best reminders is to talk about the %here and
now' rather than the 'then and there'.
C63 It is extremely rare ta ask acquaintances for
feedback. Try to choose someone that has seen
your bêhavior in a variety of cantexts.
C73 It is normal to forget. So, the process of
feedback means that it is ongoing.
4.36 Group growths Risk-taking and consensual validation
4.36.1 Risk-takings Personal growth means being respon
sibi e for ourselves. Relying on others to help
us produce change is therapy. By not taking risks
we offer ourselves security and comfort. We risk
nothing and we gain very little information about
change and need for change. The risks involve
dealing with our doubts, fears, limitations,
personal and social inadequacies, and diminished
self-esteem.
4.36.2 Consensual validations If one person provides you
with feedback you may dismiss it, but if several
people provide or agrée then you need to think
about introducing change in yourself.
4.4 Communication styles and rôles
4.41 Cognitive learning styles
4.41.1 Doing better than everybody else Ccompetitive3
4.41.2 Working in smalI groups Ccol1aborative3
4.41.3 Don't like tests or teachers Cavoidance3
4.41.4 Takes and revises lecture notes, reads and
complètes assi griments Cparti ci pati ve3
4.41.5 Prefers to memorize or to hâve ta learn what
is clearly identified by the teacher Cdependent3
4.41.6 Prefers ta read ahead and ta pace himself in
campleting work and assignments Cindependent3
4.42 Social rôles
4.42.1 Expert
4.42.2 Facilitator
4.42.3 Formai cu.it h or ity
4.42.4 Socializer
4.42.5 Person
4.42.6 Ego idéal
4.43 Uses of power
4-43.1 Expert
4.43.2 Referent
4.43.3 Légitimâtes elected or appointed
4.43-4 Reward
4.43.5 Coercive
4.43.6 Self-appointed
4.44 Orientations for getting things done
4.44.1 Task orientations
C13 Seek i nformat i on
C23 Présent information
C33 Clarify and élaborât© on facts
C43 Initiate diseussions
C53 Goal oriented Cgetting the job done
is the most important goal 3
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4.44.2 Person orienta\ti ons
C13 Harmonize the group activities
C23 Gatekeeping [makes sure everybody gets the
chance to parti cipate3.
C33 Compromising Cgive and take attitude3
C43 Expresses concern for group feeling as more
important than individual feeling
C53 Recognizes and praises individual efforts
that support group Cleadership3
4.45 Leadership styles
4.45.1 Démocraties participât!ng and delegating
4.45.2 Autocraties Tell and sel 1 ideas
4.45.3 Laissez-faires
4.5 Threats to relationships
4.51 Différences in goals or means of attaining goals
4.52 Methods of earning and distributing resources
4.53 Différences in expectations
4.53.1 Threats to self-esteem
4. 53». 2 Threat to secur ity
4.53.3 Threat to rôle stability
4.6 Dealing with confliet
4.61 Use problem-solving strategy and not guilt finding
4.62 Re-examine assumptions, inferences and expectations
4.63 Try to imagine yourself in the other's rôle
4.64 Check your communication channels
4.64.1 Rumor
4.64.2 Gossip
4-64.3 Grapevine
4.65 Dealing with anger and other négative émotions. Anger
is a défensive réaction in which we feel frustrated
because we not only did not get what we wanted but we
also feel our personal rights, beliefs, etc. hâve been
attacked.
4.65.1 Yours
C13 Own up to being- angry
C23 Try to identify the level of your anger
C33 Identify behaviors in yourself and others
that arouse the anger
C43 Diagnose the threat. What is it about the
anger arousing event that triggers this
feeling?
C53 Share with others how you perceive the event.
to arouse your négative emotional response,,
4.65.2 Others'
C13 Admit to yourself and to the other that thert
is a négative emotional state.
C23 Acknowledge that this state makes you
defensi ve,
C33 Try to help the person identify the source
of the anger.
C43 Try to describe how the situation or event
could be re-structured to avoid produeing
the anger.
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ProbIem-Solving
5.1 Identify problem
5.11 Admit that there is a problem is usually the most
important step to solving it.
5.12 Check that what you think is the source of the problem
is also what others also agrée il: is
5.13 Give yourself a realistic time frame to deal with
the problem.
5.14 Make an attempt to solve it based on your best idea.
5.15 If the first attempt doesn't work then try to think
of alternative ways of viewing the problem and its
solution.
5.16 Don't forget that you haven't used up ail the alter
natives until you hâve asked significant others, like
teachers, for suggestions»
5.2 Identify a solution to a problem
5.21 What do you need to solve this problem?
yourself open questions
in critieal thinking
What needs to be done?
At what points must décisions be made?
What are the alternatives where thèse
décisions must be made?
On what criteria will rest my décisions?
Are my choiees based on values or décisions?
What are the resources available?
Where in the problem do I appear to need
more ini ormat i on?
see the concrète aspects of the problem
Identify, in writing what you will need,
when, where, how, and why?
5.24.2 What commitment are you ma king to get ting this
done?
5.24.3 How do you plan to deal with those persons who
will try to change your mind?
5.24.4 Who needs to be told and when about you décision?
5.25 Try to sort out how you feel about the problem
5.25.1 What do you stand to gain or lose for solving
or not solving the problem?
5.25.2 Are you being pushed by a désire for
success or by a fear of failure?
5.25.3 How do feel about what you expect will be
the reactions of others to your solution?
5.26 Understand that this is your problem. Ask others
to assist you in seeing things differently but
not to just simply ask them to solve it for you.
Implement a solution to solve a problem
5.31 What are the short term goals?
5.32 What is the required séquence of tasks?
5.33 What are the eurrent resources you dispose of?
and what resources do you expect to need?
5.34 How will you know if the solution is being properly
appli ed?
5.35 What kind of time will you need?
cr OD Ask i
cr *t> -y Enga*ge
cr '?~r h
cr /n~t- /-^
5» 23.3
cr *~k-y cr
«^ O *T JL
5.23.7
5.24 Try to
5.24.1
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5.4 Evaluate a plan
5.41 How are you going to coliect information about the
results?
5.42 Will you need other persons to help you coliect or
analyse the data Cprovide objective feedback!?
6.0 Critical Thinking
6.1 Check your assumptions
6.11 What exactly is being eompared?
6.12 Are the same units of measurement applicable to the
objects being eompared?
6.13 Are the samples of units or behaviors adéquate and
représentative?
6.14 Are the test comparisans being conducted at similar
times and under similar conditions?
6.15 Are there other possible sources of explanation that
could be used in expiai ning the results? Were there
attempts to control or aceount for thèse other reasons?
6.16 How many times hâve the results oceurred? That is, hâve
you noticed the frequeney and regularity of the event or
bêhavior you wish to study?
6-17 Are there objective measurements on which you may make
an assessment? That is, are there descriptive statistics
that may allow same faetual comparisons to be made?*
6.2 Processing information
6.21 Do you make up your mind and then find facts to support
your views?, Or, do you set criteria, find facts and
then make up your mind?
6.21.1 Pay doser attention to détail. Look for movement,
répétition, change and the use of col or, size etc.
6.21.2 An emotional cognitive style means that you find
yourself aceepting or refusing information on the
basis of who said it.
well can you recall the Iitérai who,what,where,when,
and why of information?
you able to de-fer judgment until you hâve hear ail
information?
well can you coliect, tabulate or organise data?
efficient are your criteria for diseriminâting
between what eventually turns out to be relevant or
i rrelevant data?
6.26 Do what degree can you se*e patterns, relations and
conventions émerge from the data you coliect?
6.26.1 Do you operate on %right-wrong' or %good-bad'
or 'yes-no' kinds of criteria Cconcrète
functioningH?
6.26.2 Are you able to verify the adequacy of your
categori zatians Cfunet ianal reasoni ng 3?
6.26.3 Are you able to make rules, observations about
data? Do you recognize assumptions and inferences
Cabst.ract. reasoning3? Are you able to piek out
false arguments? Do you know when arguments are
appealing to reason or to émotions?
6.27 Can you formulate hypothèses? Formulât© analogies?
6.22 How
how
6.23 Are
the
6.24 How
6.25 How
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6.27.1 Can you verify your hypothesis?
6.27-2 Can you weigh the effects of differing data on
revising the hypothesis?
6.27.3 Do you differentiate between causes and effects
with daims of relationships?
6.23 How well do you apply what you learn to what you do?
6.28.1 Can you détermine side effects?
6.28.2 Can you infer what will happen?
6.28.3 Can you translate an abstract principle into a
concrète behavi or?
6.28.4 Can you analyse how past behawiors hâve contri-
buted to the eurrent state of affairs?
6.28.5 Can you make unique communication? Do you hâve
ta rely an long quotes or what others say?
6.29 How much of what you are right now can you say
you planned for?
6.29.1 Are your décisions taken on the basis of self-
interest? -social convenience? -reasoning?
6.29.2 How well do you accommodâte or assmiliate?
6.29.3 How well can you modify your bêhavior to produce
desired changes in yourself?
6.29.4 How much self-exploration do you engage in?
6.29.5 How good a match exists between what you say
your long term goals are and your short term
behaviors?
6.29.6 What hâve you done today that contributes to what
you say you want to do in life?
6.29.7 What hâve you done today that relates to learning
while in cégep?
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INDEX FOR THE TAXONOMY
Active Listening, see Listening, Active
Admission to Cégep, PI.11.1; PI.12.1; P6.29
Appearance, see Physical Appearance
Asking For Help, PI.12.4? P2.15.1; P4.35; P4.36
Assignments, P2.12.ls P4.10.1; P4.10.4s P4.34.2s P4.41.2s P4.41.6s
P5.0; P5.15; P6.0
Authority, reiating to, See Power and Groups
Biases, see Stéréotypes
Body Orientation, as a form of nonverbal communication, P2.24.1;
P2.24.4; P3.22.2; P3.23.2
Breaking the Ice, see Introductions
Career, getting help choosing a, PI.13s PI.14s PI.2s P2.1; P2.3;
P3.21; P3.3; P4.ll; P4.35.2; P4.36.ls P4.6; P5.0; P6.0
Central Traits, first impressions of others and, PI.12.6
Change, demonstrating a willingness to, PI.15s PI.21; P2.12.1;
P2.14; P2.22; P3.21 s P3.31.8s P4.ll.ls P4.33s P4.35s'P4.6s P6.28s
P6.29
Class Attendance, see Participation
Class, see Group
Commands, nonverbal forms of, P3.23.2
Communication, building , P4.2
Communication, interpersonal dimensions of, P4.ll
Complaining, see Feedback
Compliments, introductions and, PI.14.6
Condescensian, PI.11.3
Contacting People, see Introductions
Conversâtional Skills, PI.14.2s P2.11.1; P2.23; P2.12.1; P3.13
P4.11.5
Coopération, for attending Cégep, PI.11.1
Course, Feedback for enrolling in a, PI.12.5
Critical Thinking, assumptions and, P6.1
Critical Thinking, information proeessing and, P2.12.1; P6.2
Edueated Guesses, making, P6.27
Effort, making first impression and, PI.13.1
Emotional Reaeti ons, introductions an d P1.14.2
Empathy, P2.41; P2.43; P4.24
Enrolling in a Course, PI.12.5
Environmental Influences, see Nonverbal Behaviors
Evaluations, first impressions and, PI.12.3
Eye Contact, P2.24.2; P3.22.2; P3.23.2
False Consensus, PI.12.5
Fear of Rejection, PI.14.2
Feedback, P2.12.1'
Feedback, giving & deciding ta intervene, P2»15.i
Feedback, giving & group, P4.35.1
Feedback, négative & mistaken first impression, PI.12.4
Feedback, positive or négative, giving and P4.35.3
Feedback, receiving, P4.35.2; P4.36.2
Feedback, self or others?, P4.35.4
Feelings, effects on listening, P2.14.1
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Feeling Like One of the Group, see Group Growth
Feelings, négative and coping with, P4.11.3; P4.32.8; P4.65.1
Feelings, owning up ta, PI.22.1
Fi lier Words, see Preverbal Communication
First Impressions, Pl.l
First Impressions, correcting erroneous, PI.15.1
First Impression, making a good, PI.13
First Impressions, sources of mistaken PI.12
Friends, making, see Introductions, see Group
Genuineness, P2„45
Gossip, PI.11.2; P4.35.4; P4.64.2
Group Atmosphère, P4.32.6
Group Development, P4.31
Group Growth, P4.32
Group Maintenance Functions, P4.32.5
Group Norms, P4.32.9; P4.33
Groups, parti cipating in, P1.0; P2.0; P3.0; P4.0
Groups, taking risks, see Risk-Takinq
Halo Effect, PI.12.3
Helping Others, P2.15.1; P4.35; P4.36, see also Opinions
Hobbies, making first impression and, PI.13.2
Impressions, see First Impressions
Influencing People, P4.32.2
Interests, making first impression and, PI. 13.2
Interpersonal Anxiety, introductions and, PI.14.3
Introductions, P1.0; P4.33
Introductions, open versus closed, P4.1
Introductions, correcting erroneous first. impressions and, PI. 15.1
Introductions, dealing with iear of rejeetion and, PI.14.2
Introductions, emotional reactions and, PI.14.2
Introductions, how to open, Pi. .14.6
Introductions, interpersonal an*iety and, PI»14.3
Introductions, maintaining conversations in, Pi.14.2
Introductions, positive self-talk and, Pi.14.1
Introductions, reaching out to make, PI. 14
Introductions, self-awareness and, PI.2
Introductions, where to make the contact. Pi.14.5
Jargon, PI.11.3; P3.31.5
Late, being for class or an appointaient, see Feedback
Leadership, P4.31.3; P4.44.2s P4.45;
Learning, application of, P6.28
Learning Styles, P4.41
Leave-Taking, PI.14.4; P3.22
Leniency Error, PI.12.4
Listening, active, introductions and, PI.15.2; P4.11.4
Listening, blocks to active, P2.22.1
Listening, body contact or posture and, P2.24.1; P2.24.4; P3.22.2
Listening, cri tical, P2.23.3
Li stening, diser imi nati ve, P2.23.3
Listening, effective techniques for, P2.4
Listening, évaluation and, P2.14.
Listening, eye contact and, P2.24.2; P3.22.2; P4.32.7; P^uZZu'5
Listening, facial expression and, P2.24.2; P3.23.2
Listening, formai, P2.23.3
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Listening, hearing is not, P2.ll
Listening, infor ma1, P2« 23.1
Listening, interpersonal, P2.23.2; P4.11.2
Listening, nonverbal characteristies of, P2.24
Listening, obstacles to effective, P2.3
Listening, social, P2.23
Listening, stages and characteristies of, P2.1
Listening, taking notes and, P2.23.3
Listening, types of, P2.22
Listening, understanding and' proeessing, P2.12
Logical Error, Pi»12.6
Meeting People, see Introductions
Motivation, listening and, P2.12.1; P2.14.1
Nonverbal Behaviors, communication skills, P3.2
Nonverbal Behavi ors, envi ronment, P3.23.3
Nonverbal Behaviors, gênerai characteristics of, P3.23
Nonverbal Behaviors, interpreting, P3.24
Nonverbal Behaviors, making first impression, PI.11.4; PI.13.4
Nonverbal Behaviors, opening up skills, P3.21
Nonverbal Behaviors, symbolic, PZuZ
Notetaking, see Listening, see Feedback
Open Questions, introductions and, PI.14,6
Opinions, PI.21; PI.22.1; P2.23.3; P4.23; P4.35.3;
Opinions, intraductions and, PI.14.6
Paraphrasing, listening and, P2.11.1; P2.13.2
Participation, P3.21.2s P4.2s P4.3s P4.32.ls P4.32.7s P4.33s P4.4i.4s
P4.44.2; P4.45
Person Orientation, PI.13; PI.14.6; PI.22.6
Person Orientation, listening and, P2.11.1; P2.14.1; P2.15.1; P2.24.4;
Person Orientation, speaking and, P3.22.1; P3.24.2;'
Person Orientation, interacting with others and, P4.ll.ls P4.11.2;
P4.U.3; P4.22; P4.31.2s P4.31.ls P4.32.3s P4.32.7s P4.33.3s P4.34.2s
P4.35.3; P4.35.4; P4.44.2; P4.65.2
Person Orientation, problem-solving and, P5.24.3; P5.42
Physical Appearance, PI.11.1
Power, nonverbal commun ication of, P3.31 ; P4.31.3; P4.43
Préjudices, see Stéréotypes
Preverbal Communication, P3.22.2
Problems, dealing with, PI.15, P5.0; P6.0
Psychological Size, P3.13.2; P3.31
Punishing Language, PI.22.2; P3.31; P4.33.5
Questions, closed, & feedback, P2.15.1
Questions, closed, & listening, P2.13.1
Questions, open, & introductions, Pi.14.6
Questions, phrasing, P2.12.1
Questions, indirect and direct types, P2.12.1
Relationships, meaningful, PI.23
Remembering, listening and, P2.13
Réputations, PI.11.2
Resentment, PI.11.3
Respect, in attending Cégep, PI.11.1
Respect, listening and, P2.42s P4.32.7s P4.35.4
Risk-Taking, PI.22.5; PI.22.6; P3.13.2; P4.36.1
Rôles, social in school, P4.41; P4.4ÎA O
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Rumors, PI.11.2
Self-Awareness, introductions and, PI.2; P4.34.1
Self-Concept, P4.34.2
Self-Disclosure, characteristies and types of, PI.:
Self-Disc1osure, introductions, PI.14.6; P4.11.5; P4.34.3
Self-Diselosure, process of, PI.21
Self-Diselosure, rewards for, PI.23
Shyness, introductions and, PI.15.2
Speech, making first impression and, PI.11.3
Status, nonverbal communication of, P3.13
Stéréotypes, P2.31
Stéréotypes, relationship to first impressions and, Pi.12.2
Success, PI.15.2; P4.34.2; P5.25.2
Swearing, P1.11.3
Talking, see Verbal Communication
Task Orientations, PI.11.1; P2.14.1; P4.32.1; P4.32.4s P4.44
Teacher Evaluation, PI.12.3s PI.12.5s PI.12.6s PI.13.1s PI.14.2s
P4.10.3; P4.41.3; P4.41.5; P5.16
Team Spirit, P4.31.5
Telling Somebody Off, see Feedback
Tests, see Feedback, see Criticai Thinking
Time, as a nonverbal form of communication, P3.23.1
Verbal Communication, conversâtianal skills, P3.13
Verbal Communication, leave-taking behaviors, P3.22
Verbal Communication, open versus closed, P4. 1
Verbal Communication, self-diselosure, PI.23; P3.ll
Verbal Communication, voice changes and, P3.31.1
Warmth, see Empathy
What others thi nk , P1.12.5
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